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fhe Portland Daily Press is published every
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Hates of Advertising:
Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.26 per square; 76 cento per
week after. One square every other day one week,
$1.00; 60 cento per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
Transient

$2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 81A0

per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for enc insertion. No charge less than fifty
cento.

for in ad-

vance.

All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editor* qf tht Press,” and
!"F

those of a business character to tho Pub/isAer*.

EF~The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 821 Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
or- Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the ofor

paper

promptly

transacted

on

application

as

above.

COMMUNICATIONS.
[Correspondence

Press]

of the

Biddkfokd, Aug. 11,1862.
To the Editore of the Portland Daily Preen :
The paragraph going the rounds of the papers, which you liave copied, that Governor
Sprague of Rhode Island is raising a regiment
of its colored ettizene, for a “Home Guard,” is
Please road the following extract
foolish.
from the General Order, dated Ang. 4th, issued
by the gallant Governor of “Little Rhody,”
aim

see u

iiiiiik 11 iiiuiuis a

uoioe

you
guard,
when he says lie shall “lead them into the
field, and will share with them, in common

with the patriotic soldiers of the Army of the

COAL

Republic, their trials and dangers, and will
participate in the glories of their successes."
by

SWING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

of eolored citizens
Onr eolored fellow citizens an reminded that the
regiment from this State in the Revolution, consisting eutirely of colored persons, was pronounced by
Washington equal, if not superior, to any in the service. They constitute a pnrt of the quota from this
State, and it is expected they will respond with zeal

GENUINE LOBBERT,
"Pure and Free Burning.
THE

to this call.
The Commander-in 'Chief will lead them into the
■eld. and will share with them in common with the
patriotic soldiers of the Army of the Republic, their
trials and dangers, and will participate in the glories
of their successes.

CUMBERLAND
FOR SMITHS' USE.

THESE

Ill Federal Street, Portland.
.abwriber ha. opcne.I
WarrhmiM- for COFTHE
MN'Sand CASKETS. A larao ...ortment
hand
a

stantly

sent forward.

proud boasting,

one

would

From 15 to 20 Per Cent Lew
Than they have

tion of their townsmen.

One widow in tills village has had ail her
five sons in the «.mj, the youngest
having

join

I

I

;
:

Portland. Aug. 1.

Notice of Foreclosure.
hereby given, that the subscriber,

"NXOTICE is

Xl
Charles II. Osgood, of Portland, iii the
county
of Cumberland, and State of Maine, claims
by mortcage, as Executor of and Kesiduarv Legatee in the
last will and testament of Joshua’ B. Osgood, late
of said Portland, deceased, duly approved and allowed, the following described real estate, to wit: a
certain lot of laud with the buildings thereon stmnding. situated upon the easterly side of Clark street in
said city of Portland, and Imunded as follows: Commeuciug at a stake upon Clark street, one hundred
and
leet from .Salem street (formerly
Prospect
street), thence northerly by said ( lark street forty
feet to a stake; thence easterly eighty feet more or
less to land sold by William Prior to Joseph B. Ilamlilin; thence by said land southerly forty feet, thence
eighty feet more or less, to the first mentioned bounds. Said real instate was conveyed bv
Wiliam 11. Purinton to John B. Carroll, bv deed of
mortgage, dated the third day of October, A. D.,
eighteen huudnstand fifty-five, and recorded in Cumberland
Registry of Deeds, Book 2*>7, i»age
9J, said Carroll assigned the same to the Ocean Insurance Company by deed, dated the twentv-second
A. 1)., eighteeu hundred and
day of
fifty
six, and recorded in said Registry Book, 2d5,page 411,
and said Ocean Insurance
Company, assigned the

;

westerly

1

orreapondent.)
letter from the .Maine Seventh.

Heaimjuaktekb 7th Me. Volb. 1
Camp near Harrison’s Landing, J
Aug. 2, 1862. )
Your correspondent from Augusta, states in
the columns of the Press, that
Joseph E. Walker of Portland, has been commissioned 1st
Lieut. Co. D.
as

If lie has been commissioned

stated, it is the second time that lie has been

appointed

tn saiil .fnvhuu It

Umuul »...

1 »»..

Mr. Hatch’s residence

Portland. He inI
formed us that he was captured the next mornafter
the
battle
ing
ofSavage Station by Stewis

Cavalry. They were but a few miles from
White Oak Swamp bridge, when taken. They
were marched back and arrived at
Savage Station at 8 A. M., where they saw Stonewall
Jackson, and a force of 8000 men and 40 pieces
of artillery. Their fair was hard while in Richmond, getting seldom more than one meal per
day.
Preparations are being made for a move, but
it may be delayed for some better time.
arts

Akoostook.
What

to

Gen. Phillip Kearney lias
the

w

ritten

a

letter

on

negro-arming question, that has the merit
of suggesting a policy which
ought to be satisfactory to all loyal men. It is idle to run
counter to the violent prejudice that exists in
some quarters
respecting the arming of negroes,
and setting them to
fight side by side with
white men. Conceding that the
prejudice is a

An offer is made of-

lO ^Dollars
Bounty paid by

November 1st, 1862, to May 1st, 1863. the
rates of freight ou all descriptions of lumber
and timber will lie advanced 26 per cent.
No tire wood will Ik* conveyed between October 1st,
1862, and May 1st, 1863.
An advauce in the rates of fire wood will take
place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the
Company will not tie able
to take tire wood from certain
places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried ou the
during the next season,
they must understand that they w illdo so at their own
risk, aud that the C ompany will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

FROM

railway

summer.

C' J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862
*6dtf

Commissioner's Notice.
having been appointed by the honorable
of Trobate tor the

Countv of Cumberexamine the claims of the creditors of Stephen Lord, late of Windham, in said
County, deceased, whose estate is represented insolvent, give notice that six months, commencing the
fifteenth day of July, have been allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove their claims; aud that we
will atteud the service assigned us. at the
dwellinghouse of said Stephen Lora, on the last Saturday in
the months of August, September, October and'November, from one o’clock to five o’clock, 1*. M.
HOWARD C. FREEMAN, ( < ommisJASON HANSON,
| sioners.
Dated at Wiudhain, this 26th dav of July,4862.

w3w7

68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

STATIONERY.

States,

State and City,
-Making a total Bounty of-

$160

IN
With

$75

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Cold Tens, Steel Fens, fcc., kc. Every article at lowest rates. Wi Buy for Cash and

a

Bounty

Bounty Land

at the

Lasting*, Serges,

OFFICE 168 FORE

STREET,

EXCHANGE ST.

BLAEX BOOK AND

Premium Blauk Books

variety

of every

experience,

of

we are

style

bargains

than

SIGN

Our stock

made to order,
From our long

quality

and

Of every
the various

HALL L DAVIS,

EXCHANGE STHKET,

Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where he will acconumniate all who may be in
waut of goods in his line, at very low* prices.

and Picture

Book'Binding

Commercial House. Portland, June 16. 1*62.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an
easy and nealthv bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if uot better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Done neatly

as

For sale at the

above store by

Physicians aud Families supplied with Medicines and
books. < ases renewed ana vials refilled.
June 24.18G2.
eodfim

UNION FOREVER!

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Jeweler,
^Manufacturing
SILVERSMITH.

Headquarters

!

J.

K.
Is

TnoJIPSOK,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Cmrmer •€ Pearl

a

Federal Sis*.

ad

je23tf

or

SION

AND

141

Retail.

manner.

GOODS,

EOR SALE

AT BURLEIGH’S.

Summer
Is

AT

Clothing

selling, regardless

of

Cost,

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY
CO„

dispatch,

and at low

prices.

Of every
to fit.

description, made

order and warranted

FRAMES.
largest

and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

satisfactory'.

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing
chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careftil attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the
CHAS. r. CROSMAN.
THOS. H. POOR.
je24tf

Variety,

»•

■»

JU

f

UPHOLSTERER

very choice collection of Fiue Engravings and
we shall be happy to show to any

Lithographs, which

-Ever offered in Maine,

can

be obtained at-

new

hat

his
store.

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

|

so as

to warrant entire sat-

isfaction to the purchaser.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

THE NEATEST MANNER.

Billeta ft Circulars in Erery Variety of Type.

MOULDINGS,

AND TRIMMING GOODS
unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at w holesale or retail, for cash.

Are

hand.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & 00.,
No. 09 Exchange Street.

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

to look at
it

was

before purbought before the great
our

stock

goods.

tf

Notice.
and after the drat of July,
Portage Stamp.
and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
je25tf

103 Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1862.

dOm

of the

foliowring Ftaar Claus Insurance

former place, aud

building,

Equitable

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.
raaracT Seccmtt, which ought alwavs to be the
rtmtUIrraliim
in effecting inaarance, la here otfrit
tered to the public, at the lowest rotes qf premium

adopted by »*wnd ami mptmrible companies.
Office In "Boyd’s
Building,” opposite Post Office.

_June

23.

dhwtf

E. N.

Company.

Company
terms
favorable
THIS

continue to insure property on
as those of any reliable eom-

as

pany.
All

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GI.L'TEXED
WHEN DESIRED.

policies npon which six premiums have been
paid, arc renewed auuually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

Policies Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companies.

Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN. President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 28.
eod8m

STREET,
over

Co'a:

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, *812,000.

Mutual Fire Insurance

BANKCHECLS, NOTES, ANI BILLS Of LADING.

SAMI'EL ADLAM, Jr„

Perry’s

-D1ALKM IX-

jul28cod3w

Deeds, Law Briefs,

Equity Cases,

And other

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

LAW

Parlor, Oliamlser

Dispatch.

Miu E. L. Whittier,

FURNITURE,

Principal.

Importer

Sept.

can be obtained
July 21st,
of the Principal, 349 Congress Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdavs
After that time application may be made at 40 State Street.
Portland, June 23, 1862.
2awl0w

At a Court or Pkobatk held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, ou the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
DOW, Executor of the last Will and Tesament of Josiah Dow', late of Portland, in said
County, deceased, haviug presented his first account
of administration of saitl estate for probate:
It mvw Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all person* interested, by cau*ing notice to be publi*hed three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to bo held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of
next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, anil shew cause, if auy they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
WILLIAM O. liAKKOWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest:

NEAL

September

•w8w6

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

PL^IIST

DOCUMENTS executed with

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

Printing,

Iriliui* Win. Table

Our

SHOP

Style* are uusurpsesed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
1SII

ALL SORTS or BAND BILLS.

Portland, June W, 1962.

daw

Dealer in

a

Cutlery,

u4 Pined tan,

General Assortment

of

HOUSE-KEEPING G00D8.
attention of purchasers is invited to the large
aud desirable stock of
Goods now
iu store, as above, comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needed iu thcTuruiture and Crockery
Departments Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can find almost any variety of rich,
medium aud low-priced goods, suited to their differ*
cut wauts.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; aud the subscriber is confideut that, combining
as he d«>es the various branches of
boose-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fkil of proviug satisfactory on examination.

THE

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

and

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
And

Executed la taste to sait the most fhstidious.

Catalogue,

Walnut, Ebony aud

MIDDLE

commence

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

car. mf Bichaaga St.,
PORTLAND. ME,

Oflire 102

Rooms

AUTUMN SESSION will
THE
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
Prior to
frill information

photograpers,

Agent

14 Middle,

CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
KOR

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials

151

IHSURAHCX.

P O KTLAND

fP* Hair Mattresses renovated. |Furniture repaired aud varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Secoud-liaud Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
juldOdtim

NO.

d6m

Relief Fire Insurance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Snrplaa. *240.000.

MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSHIONS, fr., tfc.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

new

E. K. HARDING. President,
E. C. HTDE, !<ecretarv.

Of New York.

—Maaafactarer •(

Are removed to the

DIRECTORS:
Wm. Drummond, Q. E. R. Patten,
Sam'l I. Kobinson, E. K Harding,
Arthur $ewall,
J. P. Morse,
Lewis Blackmer,
David Patton,
8. A. Houghton.
J. C Jamesou

Bath. July S. 1M2.

-AXD-

Hair-Dressing

tbo

National Iasaraare Uoaapaay,
Of Boaton.
Cash Capital and Surplus. *400.000.

dispensary
public.

Opposite

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

who may call.

FROM

Business Cards of Erery
Style and Cost

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Drugs, Chemical!, Fancy Goodi, &c.,

CLOTHING,

AND-

RECEIVED,

23. 1S62.

MOODY.

taken

«

on

exceeding

not

Id any Oae Risk.

WARREN SPARROW,

TUKEY’S
The

Patten,
Oliver Moses.
M. F. Gannett,
J H. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patton.

FIRE

Drug Store I

Paintings and Looking Glasses.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,
Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebony and Iniitatiou Rosewood Frames, both Oval
and .Square, for Kngrat ings and Photographs, at low

June

Fancy Types,

store, >•. 75 Middle Street,
(Fox Block,) aud respectfully iuvite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

WORK,
to

And that thev am
to make
mutual principle, against marine risks,

I. adequate to do any work demanded In thia State.

eodtf

1STew

amounts to

#200,000;
Insurance
prepared

$10,000

SPRING-BEDS,

Manufacturers of

on

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

Book and

Lonngra, Bedsteads,

CUSTOM

THE

OUice

FRANKLIN C

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Inaarance Company give notice that their

John

FURNITURE,

Re-

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

Constantly

The Proprietor, of the Portland Daily Puree
reepeetfhllT invite attention to their theiHtiea for executing. in bcautifal atyle, erery description of

Establishment is famished with all the approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

June 23.

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the beat material,

Frames, Engravings,

ROSEWOOD

INSURANCE.

Merchants,

**

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

V Meals to Reoclau Boakdcrs at Reduced Rat hi.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from t to t
o'clock.
JefBedtf

PORTLAND, MAINE.

MOODY,

thejpurest

with

of Oval, Gilt.

Second Floor,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

HAVE

Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
f ul 17d & w6m

large assortment

STREET,

j,‘23tf

CROSRAN A POOR,

House, Lewiston.
House, Winthrop.

Papers,

STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

S3T* Frog* Served to Order. -JCt

Capital Stock

Of every description,

E1iiiwo4m| House, Waterv ille.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalburo.
liallowell House, liallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cusbnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.

our

Printing Office,

all hoars.

TURTLE SOIT*. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT and all himds af GAME
Served to order.
PINE APPLE LEMONADE.

BATH

Jc30—3m

ANDREW T. DOLE.

PORTLAND. ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Served np at

PORTLAND, Me.

MILITARY

dtf

Harine Inaarance Company.

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.

Will be choerftally ftirnished with
which contains a complete list.

Book and Job

Fox Block,

nr,

Watch-Maker,

A

Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such as Wiusor k Newton’s Oil aud Water Colors,
brushes, Drawing
Pencils, Crayons, Oils anti
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the .State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

JOHN

POWER

No. 82) EXCHANGE

L. J. CROSS,
Middle Street,
Portland. Me.

Commission

no

DIHIGO EATIHG HOUSE,

GAS FITTING,

A

tbo It nest, most

No. T MILK STREET,

STEAM

ORNAMENTAL

DOLE

of

Landing, I'oat office, Caatom Holme, lie being directly in the business centra of tha <?Ry.
Teraaa Madrrata hr lha Weakar Day.

dtr

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OP IAC1INERY,
Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

one

“d lies! appointed Hotels in tha State, located
2™*.
within thare minute walk of the Depot. Steamboat

Every Delicacy of the Season

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

163 jMiddle Street.

Testimonial similar to the above liave been received from the proprietors of the following public
house*-I’enobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

JUST

BATH, MAI WE.

Bath. Jane 23.1M2.

or

AMD WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

AI STAPLES,
N. WILLIAMS.

Proprietor.

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVecI Carr,
Proprietor,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRB8S

GENERAL

Having tested the "Andcnmn Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now in use
Waterville, April 12,1862.
Rbv. E. HAWES.

and warranted

good

Their

fully

prices

in

PORTLAND, ME.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

GREAT EXCITEMENT

cheerfully

BRACKETT,

OPEN for Genteel Boarder*—three mile*
from Portland—within
thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for Ashing,
sea-bathing and water excursions A Steam_tt runs from Portland dailr.
Kxperiencad
troen hi attendane.

nr. a. foster a co.
July 17.196J.

N. B.—All work being
promptly and personattended to, i> warranted to give thorough utisfaction.

The Bed Bottom 1 bought of you
merit* my
expectations, aud is fully up to your high recommendations. 1 would
recommend it to all who
desire to improve their slecpingaiarimcnt*.

A

capacity and facilities for doing work
style are equal to auy in the City or State.

And its

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
(jrindstoues.

pleasure

For Oil

HENRY M.

X •Sagadahoc* Is

prepared to receive orders for

ally

MJKLEIGU S,

*

dtf

Summer Retreat,

-HW

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

—J:—

AT

Stable connected

THE City of Bath la one of tha baaltbiaat
ocalitiea no tbeeeaat of Maine—dellghtAdIt situated oa the Kennebec, twelve
Silica
from the aea. and affords one ef the moat
retreats front the das! and turmoil of oar

Work.

U“ < Irdyra solicited.

A

Latest from

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of th<^‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would uot part with it on anv account.
Rav. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

GILT

Orders left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
Press, head of IIrst flight of stairs,
will be promptly attended to.
and Maine State

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

day.

per

house.
Bath. June 23,180.

with

PAINTER,

Mr. I). K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the "Aiidemm Spring Bed Bottom," anil
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ami comfortable
thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. 11 ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

A

Pertlaad, Me.

h a 3xr » o

Having ltecome fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’’ 1 have purchased
three of them at live dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Dk. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Picture

the most liberal

terms.

Works 6 Union 8t., and 233 & 235 Fore 8t.,
JnUdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

(From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfuliv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6, 1862.

aud

on

ENTRANCE--821 EXCHANGE STREET,

am

and Wholesale
Importers,
tail Dealers in

•.•Terms »1

..

WE H. H. HATCH,

Done in the best

(From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
nsing the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
very much plca*4*l with it.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

886, Washixotos St.. Batb.

j.

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,

Pertlaad. Me.

141 Middle Street.

am

Manufacturers,

Job Work,

Fancy

Will be promptly attended to

je23tf

STEAM AND

Franklin House, Bangor, Me.

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

I

Plain and

Corn, Flour and Grain,

SEAVEY.

M.

tomer*, and
by strict attention to their want*
to merit n continuance of the patronage which be has
hitherto received.
£ G. MAYO
dbwtf
Paaaadumkeag, Joae 23.1862.

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all rarietiee of

DEALERS IS-

Framing,

MEDICINES,

an*

the

ana

that

hopes

ALBERT WEBB A CO,

manufacturer

We have introduced several of the jnstly celebrated "Anderson
Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any aud all othere we have ever
of thejn in tile highest terms.
Our guest*
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who dosire the comfort of their guests.
w. d McLaughlin a son,

If. J. D. LAKKABEE &

PRESS,

Sugar Refinery,

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

reapectlUhr

rare
numerou* friend*,

to hla

daring the temporary
Beompnlwiry auapenaion of bia buaineea be
bn* furnished tbia well-known bout* anew, and ia
now better than erer prepared to wait
upon hia cus-

BE.

Has removed his stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frants, Paper Hawks Fancy Goods, it., ie„

ADAMS, Proprietor.

EUBTHE anbacriber would

COBSEK OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

IvTarble

tOLESWORTHY,

TO No. 92

Bank,

JJJ&JMnnunce

BT" The office is supplied with
s. II.

gives entire satisfaction aud actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
Thia invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the Spring IU tl department, embracing a little more
of their excel rencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible a» liair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old,
aud all who huger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud uot liable to get out of order.

Winthrop

Cneeo

Also, Dealer in Watches. Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23. 1862.
tf

63 Exchange Strkkt.

Lewiston

over

AND

Portland June 23. 1861.

Augusta, April 16, 1862.

the office

PAINTER,

Ueataaerclal Street,

«r

CENTRAL HOLME,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASBADUMXMAO, MAIMS.

office of the

HEAD OF MERRILL S WHARF,

market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

Jp-w—8m

CUSHINGj

d3m

gether with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be found in this

lia* nowto show*

&■

DAILY

Jc28dtf

variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, to-

eeraet

THIS i, the largeet Hotel In the State, poe•Meinr all the modern laproremenla. and
•rat elaaa in erery
appointment.

eT|i|Public generally,
t JlBi

POBTLAKD,

PAPERS

ROOM

PORTLAND, ME.

t'aagrpM,

CHAS. H.

FOSTER

Hu been removed from

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American llonses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

ihaalei

TBO». LYNCH

BAKEKh,

June 28.

prices,

of

PRINTING

IE] st.ablish.ment

to the

Hair War Dawa Wlllaw Street,

STATIONERY

I

PKLKG

m*

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BT WKEK
OR DAY.

head of Widgcry's Wharf,)
Pertlaad, Me.

JOBS LYBCB,

NeBeat

Preble Street*.

WILLIAM CAPEN,

establishment in the

Ik* found in any other

can

State.

in

JOB

CoU

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

enabled to offer to the trade and

customers better

our

hand and
and finish.

on

PREBLE HOUSE,

GRANITE STORES, ...COMMERCIAL
STREET,

Established In 18,5.

I

Gussettings,

je23dtf

WAREHOUSE !

central Houne In the city.
Railroad* and Steamboat*.

jo30—3oid&w

PAPERHANGING

use a

Elastic

AKD

STATIONERY,

Large*), mo*t

ryhorses and carriages to let
jullH—3m

"Wholesale G-rocers,

53

to

PROPHIBTOR,

—

FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
80 Union, four door* from Middle
Street,
c.n.BRKKD.
j. o. tubby,
PORTLAND, ME.

(Opposite

GRANVILLE M. CHASE, 1 Recruiting
WM. M. CUSHMAN,
) Officers.
tf
July 22,1862.

desirable mechanical arrangement
THIS
been in
sufficient length of time
that it

OF

AND

close of the War!

53

BOOK

BREED A TUKEY,

JOHN LYNCH A

66 snd 58 Exchange Street.
Portland, June 23.1862.
dtf

at the Close of the War!

160 Acres of

O. M. SHAW,

THE
IMPORTERS

HOUSE,

BANGOR. ME..

jullT—d3w

BAILEY St NOYES,

of

BANGOR

pectfully requested.
PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.

Sell Cheap.

ADVANCE!

REMO VAL!

WILL

the

the United

_PRINTIN G._ _H OTELS._

JOHN W. HI IT NOE R,
NOTARY PUBLIC,
be pleased to NOTE, EXTEND and RECORD any protest that may be wanted bv the
commercial community. A share of business is res-

NOYES,

We make to order
every kind of Blank Book used
by Bauks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.

Man!

to a

In addition to

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

WEJudge
laud, to receive and

do with the Negroes.

and mustered into the United States
Service, with iff tbx days!

ORNAMENTAL

Notice to Worn! and Lumber merchants.

BOOKS!

Journal*, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cash, Itecord, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

ready

——

premises

sition in Co.

A

NO. 45.

BUSINESS CARDS.

—

«r.i.

A. I),, eighteen hundred and sixty,
and recorded in said Registry, Book 315,
page 37, aiid
the subscriber claims snid mortgage deed and the
thereby conveyed as the Executor and Residuary Legatee of the said Joshua B. Osgood, as
aforesaid. The condition of said deed of
mortgage
has b**en broken, by reason w hereof the suliscnber
! claims a foreclosure of the same, and gives this public notice thereof, according to the Statute in such
1 case made and provided,
Dated this fourth dav of August, A. D. 1862.
'CHARLES H. OSGOOD,
Executor and Residuarv legatee named in the last
will and testameut of Joshua B.
w3w7
Osgood.

position, having held the poD, since January last.
Three of our returned prisoners arrived in
Camp lasteveuing, (viz:) Woodbury D. Hatch,
John Hart, Co. G, and John Maliony, Co. B.

BAILEY

Maink

a

NO WIN THE FIELD.
To be

January,

to that

Company to join

a

ACCOUNT

AUGUST 14, 1862.

Manufactured and for Sale by

66 AND

day of January,

(

IHEA

Rkgimext,

County

same

ncjruiar

d6w

forty

regiment. She remarked to me, this morning, that site hud given “all she had to give.”
They were all alive
at last accounts.
Yours,
Pekighinator.
August 7,1862.
our

1'lcaa

DANIEL CLARKE.

the liitli

irrom

been sold in this place.

No. Ill FEDERAL STREET.
A few doors east of IT. 8. Hotel, and examiue.

i

write, by their
have supposed the
now

ming, only seven had the immoral courage to
vote against raising money for the bounty.—
Their memory will long live in the recollec-

left to

ever

call at

aeceahera would have had it all their own way :
at the Town-meeting, held here last week.—
But when the time came, with all their drum- I

just

and manufactured at abort notice

on

IN' A SUPERIOR STYLE.

on

Iff OR E

con-

A, ho doc not intend to vary front hi, former
prices before he came to tlii* city, he will sell them

the side of their country, money lias been
i
raised for bounty, and the men procured and

In the town from which I

SAWYER & WHITNEY.

the wealthiest

generally

To form

May 12,1863.

A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

Press.)

BLANK

FEW

WANTED!

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf.
julSltf

A

*|>eiUc

The public are requested to call, as we art determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Washington County Correspondence.
Meaara. Editora: On arriving here by the
beautiful and fast steamer New England, I am
pleased to find there has been such a ready
response to the call lor volunteers, most of the
towns having already sent forward their entire numbers. It is a fact, that there are a
great many blabbing secession sympathizers
in almost every town I have visited, from one
end of the country to the other; but as the
Union sentiment is greatly in the ascendent,
are

quality, and

Hard and SoA Hood.

what he eays.

as

are

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

It it possible the General Government is to
reftise the heroic Governor’s colored boys
when they are ready to assist our beloved
country ? It cannot be!
Yours truly,
M. P.

when it comes to action, and
and most influential citizens

Coala

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

Sjiring

strictly of the beat
warrauted to give satisfaction.

Now do you think that order means that
the Governor is to “lead them into the field”
about Providence?—about the “plantations”
of Rhode Island? It is absurd! The Gover-

of the

COAL

MORNING,

MILITARY.

TESTIMONIALS:

JOHN

spirit

[Correspondence

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO AST PART OF THE CITY.

(•XRKBAL Obdkr No. 36.—Thr 6th Regiment, ordered
the Secretary of Wir under dale of October Zg, 1861, and orders issued therefor from this Department, No. 103, Dec. Z8,1881, will consist entirely

nor means

&

CHEAP

Here is the Order:

and

But besides drafting, it is time for us to deprive the enemy of their extraneous engines of
war.
There is no more Southern man at heart
than myself. I am so from education, associations, and from being a purely unprejudiced
lover of the Union. But this is now no longer a time for hesitation.
As thebiacks are the
rural military force of the South, so should
they indiscriminately be received, if not seized
and sent off. I would uot arm them, but I
would use them to spare our Whites, needed
with their colors; needed to drill, that first
source of discipline—that first
utility in battle.
But in furtherance of this, instead of the usual
twenty pioneers |>er regiment, I would select
fifty stalwart blacks; give them the axe, the
pick, and the spade. But give them high military organization. We .want bands—give us

always without arms—organize engineer regiments of blacks for the
fortifications—pontoon
regiments of blacks—black hospital corps of
nurses.
Put this in practice, and the day that
from European interference we have to look
bitterness nearly in the face—then, and not till
then, awaken to the conviction that you have
an army of over
fifty thousand highly disciplined soldiery—superior to double the number of our ordinary run of badly disciplined,
badly officered, unreliable regiments, now intrusted with the fortunes ot the Ntrh.
I
would seek French officers for them, from their
peculiar gift over “natives.” In their own
service they easily beat the Arabs—and then
officer them, and surpass their own troops in
desperate valor; also, I should advise some Jamaica sergeants of the black regiments. As
for the women, employ them in hospitals, and
in making cartridges. Ac.
I know the southern character
intimately.
It is not truly brave. It is at times desperate
—invincible if succestul— most dispirited if
the reverse—intimidated at a distant idea,
which they would encounter if suddenly brought
to them, face to face. This idea of black adjuncts to the military awakes nothing inhuman.
Itbut prevents the slave,runingaway or
abandoned to ns, from liecoming a moneyed
pressure upon us. It eventully would prepare
them for freedom—for surely we do not intend
to give them up to their rebei masters. In fine,
why have we even now many old soldiers on
the frontier garrisons ? Send there a black
regimeut on trial—not at once, but gradually
—bv the process I named above. Do this, anil
and besides acquiring a strong provisional army, you may magnify your present one by over
fifty thousand men. [X. V. World.

above rates for each insertion.

fice

States, but In the North; nay, in

twenty negroes—again military organization.
So, too, cooks for the companies—teamsters—
even artillery drivers.
Do not stop then-—and

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the 8tato) for 88 cents per square in addition to the

paid

the border

the very ranks of our armies—and this risk
cannot afford to run.
At the same time there
i is an entire willingness to use negroes in the
army at any work other than fighting, and this
disposition Gen. Kearney is anxious to utilize
; so as to make the blacks practically as useful
as the whites in our armies.
He says (we extract from a private letter):
«.

vance.

Transient advertisements must be

foolish one, it is none the less potent for all
that. It would create discontent not only in

THURSDAY

House-keeping

138 and 140 Middle 8treat, Portland.
June 28,1881

<Jtf

as

PORTLAND, MAINS*

Thursday Morning, August 14, 1862,
-«♦#♦---

republican nominations
GOVERNOR,

FOR

B; Samuel Mack, Fairfield—E: Jas. H. Parker—E; Alonzo Hinckley, Vassalboro—D; J.
L. Blake. Maysville—I; Win. II. Dunham,
! Montieello—As
Levi W. Chadwick. Xewburg
cratic party was in power, aiul fodder was to
—E; X. B. Hoar. Iiangeley—B; Lieut. S. L.
Mann—F; Lieut. J. G. Butler, Presque Isle—
be found at the public crib as the priee of
Daniel Peary—E; George Gero—: Daristilling conscience. We know such revela- A;
us Greenlaw, Presque Isle—I; John F. Fohn
tions are not calculated to exalt some por—C; Win. S. Kimball, Fremont—A; Andrew
tions of human nature, or at least human conJ. Kimball, Patten—A; Augustus O. Whitduct, in the estimation of the uninitiated, but more, Ornno—II; Thomas lingers, Bath—B;
F. Hancock—C; Oapen W. Johnson, Kobbinstruth will out.
ton—A; Martin Dunlap—D; S. (S. Racklilf,
doubleWe confess to no patience with such
Presque Isle—A; Warren Grav—; Samuel
shuffling, two-faced dealings, and have no con- B. Webster. Fairfield—E; J. W. Allen—F; X.
H. Thompson—F; S. H. Faick—D; George
fidence either in the loyalty or the patriotism
M. Maxwell, Litchfleid—I); George H. Groof any hotly or any paper that is so ready to
ver. Drew PI.—C; E. A. Emery, Fairfield—E;
are
silent
when
Government
employees
N. S. Shepherd—E: J. Proctor—G; Lieut. S.
keep
working treason, but so alert to find fault M. Sholz—; E. T. Vanard—B; Charles II.
Dougherty. Oldtown—C; Wm. H. H. Small—
when they raise their voices unmistakably for
I); E. P. Hinds, Presque Isle—I; W. D. Tyrthe Union.
rell, Linneus—D.

grunted, or wrinkled its forehead by way
of reproof of such infamous conduct.
But that was lira, whcu a so-called demo-

THE DAILY PRESS.

ABNER COBURN,
OF 8KOWHEGAN.
For Representatives to Congress,
First District. .JOHN N. OOODWIN, of8 Berwick.
Second District.SIDNEY PERHAM, of Paris
Third District.JAME8 G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fifth District FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
Old Second District—raoaneg,
THOS. A. D. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.
For Senators,
Aroostook... .ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Kennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner.
PELEG F. PIKE, of Fayette.
DENNIS L. MILLIKEN.ofWatenrillo.
Knox.NATHAN A. EAR WELL, of Rockland.
GEORGE A. STARR, of Thomaston.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittory,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco.
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsonsfield.
County Commissioners,
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon
NATHAN B LUFKIN, of EatouGr t.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,
Knox.NATH’L ALEOIiD. of Hope.
York.DIMON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shaplcigb.
For

--

[From

i

Regular Correspondent.)
letter from Waterville.

our

Yesterday morning

Waterville, Aug. 13,1802.
of the Portland Press:

For Sheriffs.
.WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
...8. W. LAUGHTON, ol Appleton.
Knox
York.....GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

Waterville.

Henry Joseph Cushing, Skowliegan.

Music.—t—Self Made Men.

Addison Small, Lewiston.
6—Man and his Fortune.
Steven
Scammon, Waterville.
George

For County Attorney,
Knox.L. W. HOWES, of Rockland.

6—Activity

For Clerk of Courts,
Kennebec.WM M. STRATTON, of Augusta.

the

Key to Development.
John Oliver Marble, Waterville.

Music.—7—The New out of the Old.
William Kicker Thompson, S.

For Registers of Deeds,
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. o. A. BARTON, Southern District.
Kennebec. ...A. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta
....GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
Knox
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

Parsonsficld.

8—National Boasting.
Perclval Bonney, West Minot.

For County Treasurers,
Aroostook... SAM’L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augusta.
Knox.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

Music.—9— War and Civilization.
Nathaniel Meader, Manchester, N. II.
10— The Development of Thought.
Horatio Nelsou Nutting, S. Parkman.
11—The
of Conflict.
William Penn Whitcliouse, S. Vassalhoro’.

Spirit

appointed

The committee

to award the

pri-

zes, make their report to-day, but we venture
to express the opinion that C. M. Emery or
Nathaniel Meader will have the first

prite,

by

The Republicans of Windham, and all others who
in Savor of sustaining tho present National and
State Administrations, and for the speedy and final
groundless
suppression of the existing wicked and
rebellion against the best government in the world,

are

»

at whatever cost of life and property, are requested
to meet at the Town House, in said town, on Saturafternoon, to seday the 16th lust., at 5 o’clock in the
lect delegates to the County and Senatorial Convention, holden at Portland ou the 19th inst. Also to
select a Town Committee for 1SG3.
Per Order of the Town Committee.
a!2dkwtd
Windham, Aug. 8,1862.

at

The Republicans, and all oilier citizens of the city
who are in favor of sustaining the present National
ami State Administrations, arc requested to meet in
their various Wards, on
Saturday Evisxnro, August 1«th.
to seloct three delegates from
at 7* o'clock,
each Ward, to attend the County and Senatorial Conin this city on Tuesday, August
holden
to
be
vention,
19, ltjffl, for the purpose of nominating candidates
Senators for this Senatorial
and
officers,
for Conntv
District. Tlie delegates 11ms elected are to chooae one
at
delegate
large.
Ward 1 will meet at Engine House, Monument St.
at Ward Room, Congress St.
2
"
Mvrtle St.
"at
j<>
"
"
at Old City Hall.
4
"
"
<•
at Ward Room, Sontb St.
5
"
"
..
at
e "
Spring St.
"
"
Blackett St.
at
7 "

the

Republican City Committee.
d»t

Mrsic.
Mrnic.

were

Music.

inviten to

repair to me
grounds, where

same

was

time disclosed

Odk.
3Icsic.
3Iesic.
31usic.

days

of

weight and dignity of char-

days since,

the clerks and

employees

Washington, attended

of the Government at

vigorous measures for putting down this unholy rebellion. The meeting was addressed by
President Lincoln, ex-Gov. Boutwell, Gen.
Shepley, and othere, and the resolutions were
of the most inspiring and patriotic kind. But
in such a movement, the Argus of this city
sees something to condemn, to find fault with
and to carp at—as we dare say Jeff Davis’ orin
gan at Richmond would-calis those engaged
the demonstration “wordy patriots,” whose
resolutions have no “weight with thinking
men,” and says:
It Is very easy for persons receiving fat
salaries to resolve great things for others to
do. They are greatly rejoiced at a draft of
men for the army, they say, but they do not
refer to the fact that they take no chance in
the levy, are exempts. We say with them,—
“let the Union be restored;” but their alternative “or let the country be made a desert,” is

worthy only of devils. Even if the men were
all to be killed in the struggle, the fertility of
the soil would only be increased, and the women and children might be spared to save it
ft-om becoming a desert. Judging from the
resolutions the meeting was “very small potatoes,” an article that seems to abound in the
District.

Argus, it Will thus be seen, takes excep
tions to any expression, from those in the employ of the Government and in receipt of its
salaries, in favor of sustaining and remaining Ihithftil to that Government. It would
The

have them as mum in relation to the prosecution of the war, and as cold in its support, as
was its convention last year.
They should
remain shady in this hour of peril, attend to

duties, and

their own

not

obtrude their

opin-

ions upon others, because that, we suppose,
a misuse of their official influence, a

would be

prostitution of their personal and moral powillegitimate uses. This is the Argus,
note, to-day.
During the years 1858, ’9, and '(50, under tlie
reign of James IV, when it became the great
and paramount duty of the Government to
“kill Douglas,” because he had dared step l>eupon which Cobb, Floyd, Thompson, Mason,
Slidell, and their fellow-conspirators had en-

tered, and when public meetings were held in
the Nation:-.! capital, attended by all the bondslaves (officials) of these wicked men, and
when the clerks were heavily taxed to support
partizan presses dedicated to the purposes of
the ripening rebellion, and when the head of
who would not crawl upon his
knees, and do the dirty work of the infamous
cabal then in power, was summarily chopped
off, the Argus—this same immaculate sheet—
man

every

“railing accusation” to bring
much corruption and abuse of pow-

had not oue

against

so

er.

We know whereof we sjieak. It is no guess
work, for our relations to the Democratic party

at

that time were such that we could not

avoid

knowing

the

significant

silence of that

sheet, and the pain and mortification which
that silence brought to every true inan of the
party. The Argus knew that in this State, it
systematized business for men in the
employ of tile Government to travel all over
was a

the State

manage and control the caucuses,
to report all petty officials who were untrue to
the purposes of Cobb, Davis, & Co., and to
to

bring their heads

the block.

to

knew,—or
Babson, of Li ncoln
county—was paid eight dollars per day and
mileage equal to that of a member of Congress,
knew

Argus

known—that

this;

We say the
might have

one

It

man—J.

and at the same time

was

franked over all

mall-carrying roads, ostensibly

to look after

Custom

House officials and their duties, but

really

do the

to

dirty

work of Howell

Cobb,

and prepare the minds of the people for the
treason soon to follow. This was a sj>ecial ap-

pointment, to an office created
by Secretary Cobb. Under

for the purpose
such a roving

commission Babson could go all over New
England, and other States, though his special
field was Maine: and other equally unprincipled men were engaged for equally nefarious
purposes, and yet the Argus never had so
much as one word of rebuke—never so much

selecting it as the
pic-nic festival of their

taste in

on a

directly by the side of
high, clean, grassy ridge

the railof land,

long by

one

broad—spread

suspended in profusion, swings dependfrom the lofty trees, inviting the younger

ed

members of the party to their embrace, and a
floor had been prepared for the ac-

spacious

commodation of those who wished to “trip the
light fantastic toe.” The Portland Band was
in attendance, and discoursed some of its

ded full and half an acre outside,—never

sweetest notes, which

passed

current

ing
being squeezed,
got into the bouse
and left the moon shining on the multitude
was

offering prayer—sole inn,earnest, fervent prayer.
The Oration liefore the Literary Societies
was by James B. Augell, Esq., editor of the
Providence Journal. He chose for his theme
“the scientific

study of literature” and treated
deep
philosophical manner, show iug
tlie importance of the students examining not
only the source but every spring which contributes to the stream they navigate. It was
well received and listeneil to attentively by the
large audience. The speaker 'bad his notes in
his pocket but made no use of them, for his
oration was faultlessly committed.
The Poem was by Park Benjamin, Esq., of
and

rural scene of natural

beauty

such

as

lie

with their presence, and atl'ord them a refreshing and pleasant contrast to tlie heat and dust
of the crowded

city.

Mr.

Emery replied

behalf of tlie Association, in

New York; and, for the information of others
ignorant as myself, I will say, he is a man of

about 50 years of age, and is a cripple, haring
no use whatever of one leg, and but a limited

a

felieitious

casion.
_

Ax Ei.eoaxt Sword fob Col. Kicii.—Th
New York Tribune says a sword, sash-belt
and box. valued at $300, is now on exhibition

traitor.

J#“Rev. John Allen, better known in tills
as “camp-meeting John,” is attending a
camp-meeting at Martha's Vineyard.
State

Two hundred and six lives were lost in

in

act-

dinner, consisting of the greatest vain pic nic style, and partaken of in
most primitive simplicity, the table being

the fair face of the earth, and its cloth

The mail which is to take this is about to
close. I will give you further to-morrow of

paper,

was

a news-

napkin, a pocket handkerchief, or the
virgin grass, according to tlie tastes of the
company. Tea and coffee were freely served
a

to the multitude.

Fplleb.

At one o'clock the

bugle

sounded the call

for an hour to be devoted to public speaking.
Hon. Charles Holden offered tlie following resolutions, which were received with much satisfaction, unanimously adopted, and ordered to

diers from Gen. McClellan’s army arrived at
Philadelphia on Sunday. A full list of names

be

given in the Press from which we copy those
of Maine Regiments;

printed

in the

daily

press of the

city:

jy~The

Resolved, That in the genial

Morgan.Greenwood,and
Bent, Gilead—1; II. Mason—F; J.
med, Bethel—1.

G; J. N. V.

John A.
S. Wor-

SIXTH REGIMENT.

George E. Cambridge, Edmonds—F: John

McCarthy, Bucksport—E; James Hutchinson,
Eastport—K; James .Sutherland—H; Miron
Webster, Bucksport—E; Chan, II. Cobb, Orrington—E; Stillman Picket, Cherryfield—A;

Isaiah S. Gould, Brownville—A : W. C. Patten
—G; F. A. Blanchard, Charlotte—F; George
H. Patterson, Eastport—K: Samuel M. Jack,
Bangor—B; C. D. Merrill—C; I Jersey It.

Chandler. Jonesport—C; James McKenney—
B; Levi Flood, Alexander—K; John E. Douglass. Dover—A; James Larry, Lubee—F; T.
N. Kerr, Robbins ton, Josinlt Roliert.s, Northfield, and Robert II. Gibson, Eastport—K; A.
H. Heath, I’enoliscot—E: Win, T. Libby.Oldtown—1; Lorenzo Russell, Dexter, and Lemuel Peabody, Dixinont—H ; John Gates, Ellsworth—B; P. Wheeler, Portland, and Ben j. F.
Leighton, Steuben—G; Alexander E. Fields,
Ellsworth—B; Raymond McCabe. Maehius—
C; G. W. Sayward—A: John O. Trull, Coop-

er—F; Wm. A. Elderkln, Maehias—C; Chester Dexter, Corinth—H: Charles T. Sheppard,
Sebec—H; Charles Hammond, Eastport—K;

James A. Follansbee, Maehias—C; Sami Maddox—D; Daniel Hallowed—K; Samuel Mnlbolland, Perry—K: James N. Hibbard, Perry
—F; Parnell B. Moore, Ellsworth—B; Prank
Campbell, Cherryfield—G; J. E. Hathaway—
C; W. F. Boyer—H.
SEVENTH

Osman Warren.

REGIMENT.

Lincoln—C; Austin W.
Sylvester, Waterford—D: Edw. Myrick, Troy
—E; Charles M. Delano, LInneus—I; Andrew
W. Fuller, Winslow—A: Jeff Brown—F; J.
T. Lee, Cape Elizabeth—G; Robert II. Moore,
Dixinont—E; Stephen Simmons, Hallowed—

of the rear, it

a

for

time the beauties mf nature, which lia\e been
spread about us with so prodigal a baud bv our Heavenly father, thereby taking a new inspiration and
courage, by which to sustain man tally the duties and
trials with which the highway of life is so thickly
studded.

ker—C; Philip Abbott, Woodstock—I); H.

ham—A; John Goldtliwaite, Windsor—F; J.
Keed—G : Win. Frost. Peru—K; Simon L.
Johnson. Bueklielii—K; W. G. Sewail—A;
Daniel P. Larry, Gorham. Band; George S.
Keed, Gorham—A; John W. Thompson. Hartford, Band; Nehcmiah W. Fisher, Portland—

season

duty, as well as a pleasu/e, to come forth occasionally from our plaoee of business—the marts of
trade, ami the workshop of the mechanic— and enjoy
is

Knight—B; W. W. Grant, Bangor—H; Jos.
P. Harmon, Harrison—K : Jesse Jeffrey. Kenncbunkport—B; Josiah Estes. Hamlin Grant
and Win. K. Harper, Kumford—I; George H.
Hamilton, Lewiston—E; Alonzo S. Elder. Gor-

a

Resolved, That, as members of the Maine C. Mechanic Association, the repetition of this valued pri\ ilege but enhances its utility and loveliness in our es-

!

tallies of Wiscassct held

a

U'innaaant’u

twice

meet

a

ing clothing
One box of

onota

nl*

tnuiiic

Festival

It i«.
a custom among us, mud,- dearer and
teem.
dearer even year, and we trust the time will not come
when ourselves and families, and those who shall come
after us, will cease to enjoy occasionally this lmppy

period.

the horrors
Resolved, That the cares of life,
of civil war, should not deter from the enjoyment of
that rational amusement, which nerves mail to bear
the ills that flesh is heir to; and especially those evils
brought upon the community by the gigantic schemes
of ambition which, to carry out, would destroy the
life of the nation itself.
or even

Resolved, That iu the present disquieted state of our
as it is in uu immense war—we see
most glorious illustration of patriotism, and spirit
of sacrifice iu the people. The loyal hearts, by millions, beat responsive to every renewed call for help
m»h and bmmum are
on the part «>t our Government,
furnished to any amount, on call; and the vaiu and
foolish hojM? entertained by these traitors, that a divided North would uprise to help them in their infernal
proved a- false as have the oaths they have taken to support the tioveriuneut. The North is true,
loyal, united, and will standby the Luiou with its
last drop of blood.

country—pluugod

a

plans,

Resolved, That as an association of mechanics, we
regard our country’ and its government as the best
the world ever saw, and palsied be tiie baud and

struck dumb the tongue, that shall do or say
against the glorious ark of liberty and Luiou.

week, for the purpose of preparfor the sick and wounded soldiers.
will be

“JfThe Baptist church in Warren was
struck by lightning on the 9th. Damage, $500.
£JT”The ladies of Bath surprised the 19th
Regiment with a shower of doughnuts, on
Tuesday, P. M.
Z3F' We hear of a man in the eastern por-

march in

places

ments

tee, giving all details,

York

Broker's Board. Boston, Ang. 13.
25 Eastern Railroad.

battle

Held

of this lovely grove; to .Mr. J. Weymouth, our landlord, for his'valuable aid; to Mr. .J. F. Jewell for ids
kind assistance; and, in short, to all the citizens (too
numerous to particularize) of the beautiful region
about us. for their hearty reception of these excursionists, ui.d for the various acts of kindness which
have marked their favors toward us since we concluded to pilch our tents among them for the brief space
—indeed, too short—which we have beeu enabled to
tarry with them.

presiding officer, brief
speeches were made by Messrs. Charles Holden, Newell A. Foster. J. T. Gilman, J. T.
Walton. M. A. Blanchard and J. T. Emery.—
Standing beneath an arch on which was inscribed. “The Union, Now and Forever,” it is
not \vonderful that the speakers all spoke
mainly to one theme—the Union of these
States, the necessity of its preservation, and
the importance of crushing out this unholy re-

9> 71

*>.t»W.do.103)

do.106)

6.660 U. S. Coupons, August 19.113
6.3*) American Gold.1131
1.040 .do.113)
6.331.do.

10.000 .do.

113]

113{

ENLIST.—Persons from towns whose quota is fall,
enlist, can enlist a. a part of the quota of
the towu of Brunswick ami receive Hie towu bounty,
I 3100.
l’er order Towu Committee.
Augl41w
desirous to

Gen. Bank's division says, that
Col. Beals
and Major Walker of the Maine 10th, both es-

ol

I.adies Committee

caped unharmed,” and also says that a large
number of the captains ami lieutenants of
Craw ford's Brigade was either killed,wounded
or captured.
We arc indebted to S. Berry Esq.,
Agent of the Associated Press, for late Eng-

from 2 to 5

o’clock,

fur all who

are

w

Rooms, open every afternoon
here work

witling

will be found

to assist.

ready

augl2 lw

Dkntistry.—Dr. JOSIAII HEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

gress

Fkysioax axu Slroeox.—II. A. LAMB. M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Me.
CJT" Particular attention paid to Surgery, includaug7—6md
iug diseases of the eye and ear.

lish papers.
SJT" The Washington correspondent of the
Philadelphia Inquirer, says President Lincoln,
Gen. Ilalleck and the War

Department, are in
dispatches from
Culpepper. The corres-

the recent

over

the battle Held near

MARRIED.

In
WHS Ventre*.
citv, by
sanguine that Richmond will lie Morton,
of Co t>, 20th Regiment, to 3ii*s Lucy Jane
taken this week by Pope's victorious legions. j Chase, both of Laris.
lu this citv 13th inst, bv Rev Horatio Stebbin*, Mr
The Brunswick Telegraph says Dr.W.
Edward N Robinson, of California, to Mary, daughter of the late Samuel Chadwick, Rsq. of tKis citv.
C. lSobinson of this city, has been elected
In Warren 10th inst, Mr Frank 1 McCusicfc, of
Professor of Theory and Practice, at Bowdoin
Waterville, to Miss Erailv Robinson, of Warren.
In Waldoboro 6th,Mr Thurston J Robinson to Mis*
College Medical School.
Abbie J Williams, both of Warren.
1 ii Orrington Centre 10th, Capt Simon M Dodge,
^Jf"Ilon. Robert Dale Owen, of Indiana, a of Islesboro. to Miss Cariila X Atwood, of Orrington.
10th, .Mr John T Given to Mis* Anna
life-long Democrat, at one time a member of ! In Searsportboth
of Brewer.
O Ilarriinan,
Congress, and at another Charge d’Affaires at
In Cornville loth, Mr Albert Farrington, of Skowto Mis* Florence R Warren, of C.
hcgan.
has
written
a
to
of
letter
the
Naples,
Secretary
War, in which he declares that there can he
DIED.
no sure and satisfactory termination of the
In :!.i-ei’\ loth inst. Benjamin B. \miuge<t
of
war against the Southern rebellion until measthe late John Jordan 2d, of West brook, aged 34 years
ures are taken to exterminate slavery.
He
BM
tfTFunml at his late residence. No 4 Neal street,
has come to the conclusion slow ly and cauon Friday afternoon at 3 I’M.
Relatives are invited
and
now
announces
it
with
all
the
to
attend.
tiously,
In this citv 13th. Florence Irene,
adopted daughter
strength of earnest conviction.
of John and Elba H Williamson, aged o months.

pondent

this

is

Rev

Mr Randall B

son

Another Coward.—A man in New Haven procured u certificate of exemption from
military service by the following process: having procured a pair of old hoots, ne deliberately knocked off the heel of one, and as deliberately walked into the doctor’s office. There

necessarily

was

gait

a

peculiar “dot-and-go-one”

In

aged

I

that could not he mistaken. A certificate
|
of “defective limbs” was pocketed, and the
man

departed.

Wiiinegance

9 years and 3

12th

iust, Carrie E Chadbourue,

mo*.

lu Chelsea, Mu**, 8th. Mrs Elizabeth Douglass.wife
of Mr Johu W Fletcher, formerly of Bangor, aged 38
yfttr*

Liverpool

Londonderry.

Jury.
vs.

Silas Hall et al.

This case was de-

faulted through the sickness of respondent.
State vs. Michael Wall. Defaulted,—;judgment

of

Municipal

20 00; costs 9 86.
State vs. James
the motion

Court

affirmed.

Pine

Paid.

Bradley. Motion to quash
denied. Case given to 2d Jury.

Municipal Court—August

13.

30
30
31
2
8
9

TO DEPART.

Etna.New York Liverpool.Aug 9
Nova Scotian .Quebec.
Liverpool.Aug 9
Saxouia ..Now York Hamburg.Aug 9
New York.. Liverpool.Aug 13
Australasian
Edinburg.New York Liverpool.Aug 18
Bohemian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 18
Arabia.
Boston.Liverpool.Aug 20
Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 23

rOKKlOM

IMPORTS.

WINDSOR NS. Sch Lark—110 ton* plaster order.
ST GEORGE NB. Sell Oliver—66,000 t\ lumber N
J Miller.

BEFORE HIS HONOR JUDGE LANE.

In the ease of James

McGlinchy, no person
liquors seized, they
declared lorfcited to the city.

appearing
were

to claim the

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Thursday, Aug 14
Suu rises, morn.5 31 Length of days.14 2
Sun set*, eve.7 6 | Moon rises... 9 1

High

New York March 29.
NEW ORLEANS. Cld 29th, barks Winslow.Daria,
and Gan Eden, Reed, New York; brig Darien, Henry, Baltimore.
Also cld 1st, ship Brazil, Weeks, New Y'ork; bark
Reindeec. Coutts. do: James Smith. Anderson, do.
lu |*ort 31»t. brig William K
SHIP ISLAND.
Sawyer, Bradford, from Saco, disg. to sail soon for
New Orleans, seeking freight.
PORT ROYAL SC. Ar 4th, brig William Mason,
Hatch. Bangor; sch Armadillo, Chase. New York.
Cld 2d, sch Sarah, York, New York; 6th, brig
Greyhound, Clark, do.
NORFOLK. In port 8tb, sch James Martin,Harding. for Philadelphia.
NEW BERN NC. Ar 7th. sch HB Metcalf. Burton. New lork.
BALTIMORE. Ar 11th. §ch Dr Rogers, Adams,
Fortress Monroe.
C'ld 11th, bark Med ora, Webster, Demarara.
Below, sch Ann ( arlet, from Turks Island.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar 11th, brig George C Prescott. Pendleton, Fortress Monroe.
C'ld 9th, brig Spcedawar,
ELIZABETH PORT.
Atherton, Portland; schs Defiance, Harrington, do.
NEW YORK. Arllth, bark Linda, Hewitt. Matanzas; brigs Minnie Miller, White, Menton; North
America, Wallace, Two River NS; Lydia Stover,
Getchell. Boston; seba Western Stvr, Crowell, Baltimore; Belle, Bulger, East port;
Boundary, Davis,
Mac hi as port; M EPearsou, Hodgdon,Bangor; Sarah,
lloldeu, and T D Litchfield. Hunter, Rockland; AnHix, do; White Sea, Littlefield, Portland;
;io, Fairbanks, Gardiner; Byzantium. Small, Wiu-

feline,

uegance.
Also ar 12th, ships Vandalia, Patten, Bordeaux;
Gaspee. Andros. Valencia; brig Royalston, Bentou,
Havana; sell ,1 M Holmes, Brewster, Port Royal SC.
Also ar 12th, barks Susan A Blaisdell, Eatou, Leghorn; Henrv Buck, Nickels, Liverpool; Syria, Oxholm, London; Laura Russ, Russ, Zaza; Harriet
Spaulding, Rockland.
C'ld 11th. shin Isaac .Jeans, Stinson. Sail Francisco;
hark Amanda,*Carle, Bristol; brig St Mary, Sweeting, New Orleans; schs Diamond, Norton, Philadelphia: Rachel Beals, Curtis, Augusta; Caroline, Watson, Portsmouth.
Also cld Pith, ships Shir lev, Brown,San Francisco;
William Withortee. Atwood. Buenos Ayres: Albert
Gulatin, Delano, Liverpool; barks Tangier, Hall,
Cork; H A Stephenson. Prindie, New Orleans; brig
Martha Post, Robbitis, do; Arabella. Lindsay, Aspiuwall.
NEW

HAVEN. Ar 12th. schs Rosannah Rose,
Burgess; Julia Ann, Rogcrs.and Eliza Cowell, Young,
Ar

12th, sch Richmond, Pitcher,

Calais.

12th, sch President, White,
Gardiner.
BOSTON. Ar 12th, bark Abbvla, Young, Liver19th ult; brigs Santiago, Hartley, Aux Caves
>th ult: Pilot Fish, Savage, Port au Prince; schs T
C Bartlett. Ilallett, and Sarah Ann, Stover. Calais.
Also ar 13th. barks Manchester, Webber, Accra,
Africa, June 12; Wyman. Lincoln, Paramaiho 24th
ult; Essex. Ray, Philadelphia; Ocean Bride, Burgess, Elizabeth port; schs It Foster, Norton, Machias;
Compliance, Gatcomb, Cutler; Uvlas, Wakefield.and
Saxon. Snow. Bangor; Capitol, Collins, Frankfort;
Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton, I'nison. Mann, Portland;
Mary Remick. Young, York.
shins Molocka, from Liverpool; Boadieea, from Cardiff; bark Catharine, from Surinam.
Cld 12th, brig Orozilnbo, Rosehrook*. l.iugan CB;
sells Sardinia, Kumball, Philadelphia; Conm-cticut.
Dean, Bangor; Maine, Williams, Bath.
Also cld 13th, brig J A 11 ('rowlev, Drisko. Pictou;
schs Fearless, Adams, Aux Cures; Oasuua, Johnson,
Pictou; Gassabeas, Traft on, Eli/al**thport; Comet,
Morse. Bath.
SALEM. Ar 11th, schs E P Horton. Rogers, Ellsworth; Savannah, Hopkins, Frankfort.
PORTSMOUTH. Ar 12th. schs Del Norte. Dinsmoro, New York; Cherry, Booker, Bangor.
Sailed 11th, schs George & James, Mills, Rockland;
NEW BEDFORD.

Ar

Water, morn.12 50

Telegraphed,

Yantic, Gould, Hampden.
MACHIAS. Ar 8th, aehs Freedom, Crocker, and
Wm Pope. Colbeth, Boston.
Sailed 9th. sch Margaret, Jaspar. Boston.
BANGOR. Ar 12th, brig Tangier, Sawyer, Searsnort; schs Eliza Frances. Possett. and Increase.Hurd,
Portland.

Salt.

Liverpool
‘innn
O v/s rTr

SACKS Liverpool
su>re for sale by

Salt afloat and ia
DANA A CO.

al3d2w

LMt
TICKET CASE, containing Railroad Awm, insued to J. A. Flack, Agent Fenn. Railroad.—
Finder will be rewarded by leaving same at Eastern

A

Co. * office. Ex hangc St.
Fort laud, Aug. 13. 1*3.

Express

d8t

Fomd.

ON
and

Street,

Green

a sum

of Mohkt, which the owsat 14H Commercial street,
aUM3t

by calling
proving ownership.
er cau

haie

IHTERHATI0HA1 STEAMSHIP CO.
CALAIS A St. JOHN.

EASTI’OKT,

of the

Change

of

Day*

Nailing.

From and after date, until further
notice. the new steamer “»w Eng^( apt. E. Held, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday and
for East port, Calais and
Friday, at 6 o’clock. F. M
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, erery Monday and
Tbursdav morning, nt 8 o’clock.
no freight received after 4 o’clock
on the dav of sailing.
a
12 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.
4,1MI.
August

gVP*>»

[

T

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO. Ar 9th, ship Fearless, llolt.

Sind

TO ARRIVE.

State

BAHHERS, LAHDSCAPB8,
Scroll Work, to.
_>13_**_

Figure*; Flower*.

SPOKEN.
June 21, lat 3 2»‘ N, lou 26 29. hark Amazon,Brown,
from New York May 22 tor Kio Janeiro.
Jitl) 5. let 29 N, lot* 41. taik Hiawatha, ltxder. fm
Phila'de phia Jui.e 19 lor Algo a Bav.
July 18, lat 85 N. ion 39 87 W. bark Forest Belle.
Percival. from Boston Jut e2* for Shanghai*.
July 29. off the Copeland*. ship Empire. Coombs,
from Liverpool far Now York.
lou VI62. w u« signalized a sch steerAug 6, iat
ing S, showing a white signal with red letter B or D
in it.
Aug 6, Iat 37, lou 72, bark May Stetson, fm Bangor
for AspiumaJl.

SToNINGTON.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the reeurail at
lar lines. The steamer* for or from
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

given

SIGHS,

At Port an Prince 26th ult, brig Samuel Cook,Dyer,
from Boston, ar H*t.
At Matauza* 31»t ult, harks M si lie Metcalf, Snowman.tor New \ork few days; Charles Brown, True,
for do do; E F Chase. Gilkey, fm Portland, ar 39th;
brigs A Peters, Watts, tor Philadelphia next day;
Annamlaie, Tildeu, tor 1'ortJand, do; T G king, fat
New York, ar 89th; Col W Coggins. Coffin, do, ar
27tli, 11 11 McGilvety, do, arSUtli.

Bangor.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Bavaria.Southampton. New York.. July
August 13,1862.
i City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York. .July
The case of Samuel T. Doyce for extension ! Jura.Liverpool.Quebec.July
Scotia.Liverpool.New York Aug
was given'to the Jury.
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York.. Aug
.Liverpool.Boston.Aug
Europa.
The case of Thus. Bustin was also
to
the

1

.do(smail).103)
1.000 11. S. Certiorates of indebtedness. 09) I
2s,noo .do.Hid
.do (endorsed)
6,oto
9*.»]
19,350 United States Demand Notes.ltkil
10.1**).tlo.. 106 3 16
25.010

5,f**)

^

*•. m

26th, disg.

50 .do.s 30 72
25.do. 72
3.000 United States Uou|M)n Sixes (1661). 001
23.010 .do. ml
5,600 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.103|

themselves

from the

*

25.do.s 9) 71]

members of the Pine Street Sab-

World, writing

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed from Algo* Bay June 1, ship Meg Merrillet,
New York.
Ar at do May 24. barks Falcon, Taylor, and Good
Hope, Gordon. Boston.
Sailed from Table Bay May 21, bark John Gilpin,
Whiting, Boston.
Sailed from St Helena June 28, ship Charles Hill,
I Small, I from C alcutta) Boston.
Ar at Brest
nit, bark Sarah Bryant, Lane. New
York.
Nailed from the Clyde 31st ult. ship Jara, Daggett,
New York.
At Surinam 24th ult, bark Mary Broughton, Herrick, unc; brig Frederick Wording, Herrick,for Boston 6 days.
At St Thomas 28th ult. ship Globe. Baker, wtg orders; brig Scotland, Francis, from Barbadoc*. ar
—

Governor Washhtirn with his aides. Cols. Elliot and Hale .are at Watervilie attending Commencement.
Skirmisher.

diner.
4th District—Aaron A. Wing. Bangor, Collector: G. P. Sewall. Oldtnwn. Assessor.
5th District—J. West, Franklin, Collector;
N. A. Joy, Ellsworth, Assessor.

"

Antwerp. July 26. The American bark E 11 Yarringtou, Gorham, for Genoa, which put into Flushhas put back here to lighten.

Regiment

ington.
3d District—Collector, Peter F. Sanborn, of
Readlield; Assessor, Geo. W. Wilcox, of Gar-

i

ing,

Augusta, Ang. 13,1802.

have been made under the Inter-

the Saco

completed.

Editors Press:—The following persons
have Iteen commissioned since my last:
Charles W. Bunker, Bath, 2d Lieut Co.
‘•K" 19th Regiment
Dudley H. Johnson. Presque Isle, 1st Lt.
Co. “H” 17th Regiment.
Horatio N. Howard, Abbott, Asst Surg. 10th

nal Revenue act:
Maine, 1st District—Collector, Nath’l J. Miller, of Portland; Assessor, Nath’l G. Marshall,
of York.
2d District—Collector, Jesse S. Lyford, of
Lewiston; Assessor ,Hannibal Belcher of Farm-

to

as soou as

Letter from the Ktate Capital.

Appointments.—The following additional

trip

depart-

Av.

specified.
IX. Reasonable compensation will be made fbr the
prompt and faithful discharge of these dutiea.
By order of the Commauder-in-Chief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
al3d3t
Adjutant Genera).

Arat Liverpool 27th nit. Mary, Marshall. Boston;
Charlotte A Stamler, Theobald, New York;
Martha Whitmore, Blair, Baltimore; 31st, Sylvauus
Blanchard, York, Bangor; 1st iust, John Jf Boyd,
Thomas, New York.
Sailed 26th ult. John Curtis, Alexander, Boston;
Sarah c Nicke?3, New York; 26th, Frank Pierce,
Brooks. Portlaud.
Cld 81st, Ironside*, Chase, and Aurora, Barker,
Boston.

of Literature, Law, Science, Ac.
A programme will be issued by the Commit-

aitat

will can^e a draft to be mad# from
their command*, of such number at shall be designated by thi* department,notice of which will be given in Attire orders, with
instructions in relation to
the manner and form of said draft.
Y11I. When, from the absence of said Orderly
Sergeants, or other cause, said duty shall be neglected
by tuem, so that the revised rolls cannot be completed
ami returned to tkai-« office in strict conformity with
these instruction*, within ten day* from thi* date, the
Captain, or commanding officer elect of snch companies. or in default thereof, the Mayor and Aldermen
of cities. Selectmen of town*, and Assessor* of plantations, are hereby charged with all the duties herein

29th.

ments

:y- Gen. Philip Kearney, of New Jersey
has been made a Major General of Volunteers.
He is the terror of the rebels, who style him the
‘•one-armed devil.”

hugely upon
river, yesterday. Up-

Toast-master.

rians and men eminent in the various

It is said that there are 30,000 adopted
citizens in Mexico, who fled from
Texas to avoid the. operation of the conscription law.

eiyoyed

The

in response to appropriate sentito follow, from distinguished histo-

are

ilia'll m/wtiiiif rtf aatH mimnant«*

ton.
Cld 31st, Central America. Berry. New York.
Entered outward 31st, Patrick lleurr, Moore. New
Y ork.
Off I*ly mouth 26th. Amazon, Mauley, fm New York
for London.
Sailed from Newport 26th, Mary McNear, McNear,
Kio Janeiro.
Ar at Greenock 25th, Home. Gifford, Sagna.
Sailed 3»th, 11 D Brook man, Cbeuey, and Jara,
Daggett, do.
Sailed from Queenstown 29th, Charles D Merwin,
Merwiu, Callao.

Speeches

name

meeting.
Vf I
At

derly Sergeant*

Put back to Antwerp 26th. E H Yarrington, Gorham. for Genoa, returned to lighten.
Ar at Loudon 31st ult, Harrisburg, Wiswell, Bos-

George Popham Sewall, of Oldlown,
named for Governor Popham, and born on the
as

supplementary

Liverpool.

services

reiiao their roll, and make out

snprcnicjudicial

gospel,

Ar at Madeira 11th ult. Execntive. Gorham. Rangor.
Ar at Constantinople 17th. M I* Rich, I>ix, Cardiff.
Sailed from Malta 20tli ult, Celestia, Howes, Malaga.
Ar at Genoa 25th, Grahams roily, Norton, New
York.
Ar at Marseille*26th, Orphan, Smith, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 19th, Orooudatos, Pike, Trapani for
New Orleans; list, Myra W Holt, Dodge. Girgcnti
for Falmouth E; 22d. Minstrel, Clifford, Malaga for
Boston.
Ar at Bordeaux 26th. Laila Rookli, Fulton,Boston.
Ar at Havre 29th, William Frothiughaiu, Stetson,
New York.
Sailed from Helvoct 26th, Mary Bradford, Thompson, Cardiff.
Cld at Gottenburg 22d, William A Banks, Bartlett,
United States.
Sailed from Cronstadt 23d, H E Spearing, Rogers,

Hon.

spot, acts

—.

Ar at Port Natal CGH June 1, Sarah King, Smtib,
New York.
Ar at Algoa Bav June 12, (uot May 24) Good Hope,
Gordou, Boston March 25.
Ar ut Table Bay June 13, Heroine, Nickerson, New
York March 22.

Master,
by appropriate mu-

to

.States;
The members of both bouses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks: inspectors of exports; pilots, and mariners
employed in tin* sea service of any citizen or merchant
within the Uuited States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, and stage drivers iu theearo
and conveyance of the mail or the United States;
fern men employed at anv ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen in the Uuited State*arsenals;
persons of the denominations of Quakers and Shakers; justices of the
court; ministers
of the
regularly ordained according to the
usages of their denominations, so long as such relation continues; and officers of the militia who have
been honorably discharged.
II. All persons claiming exemption on account of
disability, are nevertheless to be enrolled, and the
validity of such claims will hereafter be determined
by the proper officer appointed for that purpose.
III. All persons resident within the company limits ot each orderly sergeant, who are now in the land
or naval service of the United States, will be enrolled,
and opposite their names mention made of that fhet.
TV. AH persons claiming exemption from enrolment, on account of having been officers of the militia honorably discharged, must exhibit such discharges. or official certificates thereof, and if improperly enrolled for want of such evidence, will hereafter
be stricken off, upon snch claims bring substantiated.
V. The
rolls will resemble the original*. in exhibiting the names in full. ages, dates of
births, and such feet* (if auv) under the head of “Remarks,” in relation to each person, as it may be important to know.
VI.
Immediately upon completing this supplementary roll, each" order!t sergeant will forward a
thereof
copy
by mail to this office, and at the same
time, will call out his company in like manner aud
form a* for election of officers, by giving not exceeding four days’ notice of the time and place of

Boston.

Grand

ident from each county in the State.

I

rison. Europe.
Ar at Akyab June 8. Mary Hyler, llyler, from Rio
Janeiro.
Sailed from Calcutta June 17, T B Wales, Lincoln,

brief speech.

forthw ith

Bupplenieiitarv oneoiu nianher follutrine'
t Place npon the blank* herewith thrnished, In
addition to the names of those alrcadv
upon vour
rolls, all other white male citizen* resident or bring
within your company limit#, of the age of eighteen
years and under the age of forty dive years, with the
following exceptions, via:
The Vice President of the United States;
The officers, Judicial and executive, of the United

Singapore

ancient rules of their order.

Drummond,

proceed

4th,*

completed, the company
procession to the Great Pavilion,
where a collation is to lie spread, at which
Judge Kent, of Bangor, Ex-Governor of
Maine, is to preside, assisted by a Vice Pres-

loving

bath School

most

tile stone, followed
au Oration.

These

ICalais Adv.

XI^'Tho

a

1

Ar at Swatow May 20, T G Bunker. Cooper, Cheefoo.
Ar at Amoy 3Iay 31, Rover, Walsh, Shanghae.
Hailed from IVhampoa May 29, Florence, Wadsworth, New York.
Ar at Hong Kong June 3. Bertha, Tapley, Saigon;
Jabez Snow, Ginn, Cardiff Jau 1;
Oriental,
Johnson, New York.
Sailed May 30, Charmer, Lucas, and J Wakefield,
Brown, Manila; June 8, Catharine. Foster, do.
Sailed from Manila June 6, White Swallow, Eiiery,
Boston.
At
June 18. Sonora, Brown, for Penang
and New 3 ork at *15 per ton.
Passed Anjier 31ay 29, Nestor. Howes, ftn Batavia
lor Boston ; June 6, Sumatra, Kinsman, from Manila
for New York.
Sailed from Basse! n June 7. Arainedc Snow, Mor-

sic and

of Lahan was rowing about in a boat on the river a few days
since, a whopping big salmon weighing some
thirteen pounds, jumped into the boat. The
boy grappled him, and after considerable of a
tussle succeeded in securing him. What is
most singular, this lad's brother while rowing
about in a boat near the same place, about this
time last year, had one leap into his boat,
which he also secured.—Salmon have been unusually plentiful in this river this season.

appointment.-

by the

Hon. Josiali II.

tion of tliis county, who offers a thousand dollars for the heail of Abe Lineolu!

Union

his trust with

GEEkBAL'B OfriCE.
Acucbta, Ab*. 11, 1982.
GENERAL ORDER. No. 28.
The Got ornor and < 'nmniander-in-Chief ordera
and diwtB, that the ttrderlr SeraeantB of the Bdreral
compatiie* of Militia enrolied bv them reeprctltrely,
under the act of the Le*f,l»t„rc of March 19, 1883.

May C^ueen, Wills, Xingpo; June 1, Europa, Robert-

son,

QDAHm*.

ADJl'T AST

Per steamship Scotia, at New York.
Arat Shanghae May 31, Swordfish. Crandall, Foochow; June 2d, Juventa, Newell, (late Young, deceased) New York Dec 28.
Sailed 3Iay 22. Mandarin, Perritt, New York; 32st.

assent, invites the Masonic Order of the State
to place the stone, in manner and form established

boy by the

Shin F.liza^ Mason, Luce, from New York March
1 for Melbourne, was spoken March 89, lat 14 S, Ion
81, with loss of binnacle, compasses, &c, and second
officer washed overboard, having been struck by a
heavy sea when eight days out, during a severe gale
from SW.

request the Rev. Dr. Woods,
President of Bowdoin College, to sufierintend
tlte work. Dr. Woods, addressing Gen. Totten. or the officer in charge, and receiving his

aught

Resolved, That our thanks are most heartily due
Jlr. If Maxwell, lor the free use, so kindly tendered,

On call from the

place, accepting

HEAD

DISASTERS.

built.

a brief historic statement, with the reafor the celebration. This will be followed

Lafnched.—On Tuesday, at 21-2 o'clock,
P. M., from the yard of Messrs. G. F. Patten
<Sfe Sons, a tine A 1 ship, called the Sabino, of
about 1000 tons burden. She is owneil by the
builders, and will be commanded by Captain
Seth T. Woodward.—|Bath Times.

a

new

He will then

forwarded this week, and more hereafter.

While

& Son.

vited to take charge of the memorial stone,
and procure its insertion into its appropriate

ia

clothing prepared by them

:

by religious services, in the same order as that
observed by the Rev. Richard Seymour, on the
2!)th of August, 1607.
His Excellency, Governor Washburn, as
Chief Magistrate of the State, will then be in-

4th iust.

good spirits

is

Walter H. Farwell,Gorham.Co. A; O. Wal-

sons

wards of 150 persons attended.
nT” A special correspondent of the New

the

read

for

their

wit and humor.

Sick and Wounded.
Fourteen hundred sick and wounded sol-

$500 bounty

^“Alfred Wallace, keeper of Pond Island
Light, near Millbridge, was drowned on the

man-

Tlie

exercises

otflers

5IAIVE.

Lark. (Br) Macumbor. Windsor NS.
Oliver, (Br) Maloney, St George X B.
Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig Loch Lonioud, Black, Sydney C’B, R g York

while the Hon. William Willis of Portland,
President of the Maine Historical Society, will

the destruction of the Golden Gate.

OF

dlcamcr

public celebraplacing of this memorial stone, at
the fort, August 20, 1862, and a dinner or collation afterward, under the big tent engaged
for the occasion. The most distinguished men,
not only of Maine but of the United States,
are invited, and there will be delegations, or
representative men, from Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and the other British provinces. The celebration is to be historical, rather than local, and international so far as to
embrace those who speak the English language
or live under Euglish institutions.
All the arrangements are so far completed, as to enable
us to give an outline of the celebration.
Assembling on the parade of the works—
the ground lloor of the fort—at 10. A. M., Hon.
Charles J. Gilman of Brunswick, chief-marshal of the day, wiil call to order and preside,

said he would not insult the memory of Judas
Iscariot by comparing him with the modern

I.,

was

STATE

Sch
Sell

j
j

There will be a formal and

Brownlow characterizes the

It.

small church

a

NEW^ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wrdnenlur, Au^imI 13.
ARR1TKD.

tion at the

traitor John Slidell, as the “butt cut of original sin and the upper crust of nastiness,” and

£^“Newport,

its title ami dominion in the

which

of steel.
Parson

NEWS.

POUT OF POKTKAXD.

clustered fifty dwellings, and in the midst of

Tiffany's, the history of which is told by the
following inscription: “Presented to Colonel
Rish worth Rich, by the officers and privates
of the Ninth Maine Volunteers, as a token of
their appreciation of him as a soldier and a
gentleman. Fernandina, Florida. July 4, 1862.”
The scabbard is of solid silver, surmounted by
silver bands, in imitation of a laurel wreath.
The handle is mounted by a silver head of
Medusa, and the blade is of the finest quality

at

tion, which invitation was very generally
ed U|>on, and with wonderful promptness.

riety,

of Commencement occur

SELECTED.

ORIGINAL AND

ner, and then called upon all present to enjoy
themselves to tlie full extent of their inclina-

He sung of war, and often
carried the audience by storm, by his sallies of
of the other.

regular
to-day.

hoped

would be found conqietcnt to minister to the
pleasure of those who had honored his town

as

The

without

discount.
Gathered at the music stand, in the presence
of a large company from the surrounding
country, the Association was called to order
by J. T. Emery, Esq., Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements, and then a speecli of
welcome was made by A. M. Cary, Esq., a merchant of Sebattlsvillc. Mr. Cary said he could
not present to the welcome guests on this occasion the temples or tlie worksof art,for their
admiration, but he would welcome them to a

we

the Poem and Oration.

out in

were

many here before,—everybody, great souls
in little bodies and vice versa. After squeez-

one

in the

front, and the equally beautiful Sebattis mountain lifting its verdant bead in tlie rear. In
the midst of tlie grove flags and streamers

and still more lit-

so

it in a

good

for tlie annual

five miles

Rev. I. S. Kalloek, of New York

Stripes,” proudly floating

ficent Sebattis Pond—a clear sheet of water

Governor has just arrived, the Vice President
and Senator Morrill.
Now I have got away from those men of
large caliber just coming into town, so I will
follow the Germania Band to the Church—

er to

tween the throne and the traitorous mission

college grounds,

of caputs. The trains have coine,
and the half fare brings hundreds more. The

outside.

of the most beautiful

beautifully shaded with oaks, birches and sugar maples, with a clear space ample for football aud other pleasant games, with the magni-

seem a sea

and

one

The spot is

road,

erary is the air we breathe. Crowded and still
more crowded arc our shady streets, until they

crow

margin

of

Association.

which I was unable to witness.

Tuesday Evening.—More

the

locality

able reminiscences of didos cut and prayers
forgot, closing with a pretty and touching

a

Union demonstration, and pledged their fidelity to the Government, and urged the most

Factory, Crowley’s (Lewiston

Lisbon

showed their

review in

rest at the class tree on the

the festivities of the oc-

to mar

A Gooi> Example.—The Bath Times says:
“We understand that the ladies of Warren

fresh hree.te, indicated that the termination of
the trip had been reached.
Tlie spot is a lovely one, and the managers

rhyme of the four
life, of its stormy days and
sunshine, and introduced many laugha

day

in the stream—which presents a wild and romantic appearance—passing Little River vil-

“Stars and

an

These exercises were at the church, and the
A few

a

sheets of water that eye ever rested upon, until one mile beyond tlie village, where the

farewell to the class.

Mow and Then—A Contrast.

during

MARINE

Brig Lauraetta, Brown, 8ydney ( B. master.
Sch W B King, (Br) Campbell, Maitland NS, masworld, j ter.
Sell Mary Jane, (Br) Dexter, Chiverie NS, master.
Sch Onw'ard. (Br) Brannon. St John NB, master.
Under the auspices of the Historical Society,
Sch Maryland, Knight, Philadelphia, Geo Gwynn.
the arrangements are now perfected, by the
Sch Lizzie W Dyer, McDuffie, Philadelphia, Jos W
White.
committee
at
the
efficient
pubvery
appointed
Sch Jcrusha Baker, Barberick, Boston, Oriental
lic meeting at Bath on the 28th of July last
Powder Co.
Sch Merrill, Johnson, Boston, II Bullard k Co.
A memorial stone, bearing a suitable inscripSch Elizabeth, Gray, Boston.
Steamer ChesatK'ake, Crowell, New York, Emerv
tion, is being prepared by the Historical Soci& Fox.
ety, to be inserted in the walls of Fort PopSAILED—Wind XW, brigs Loch Lomond, and
Lauraetta; sch Maryland; and others.
ham, near the site of which, on the Peninsula
of Sabino, the ancient Fort St George was
STlT*Brig Sarah Flagg, has been chartered at New
erected, in the autumn of 1607, around which York for Tarragona, Malaga, and back, at S36U0.

race

rolling along the road at the rate of twenty miles an hour, reaching this city at 7 1-2 o’clock, no accident or mishap having occurred

the bank of the river, sometimes far above its

along

acter.

The poem was
years of college

i

were

the

Popham.

of the Maine Histor-

Society, held at Brunswick on Thursday,
August 7th, inst., resolutions were adopted for
carrying into effect the public celebration of
the first formal act of possession of the soil
and territory of New England, by the founding of the Popham colony, at the mouth of the
Kennebec River, Aug. 10, 1007 (O. S.), which
possession and occupation, under the Royal
charter of April 10,1606, gave to the English

“the decks

cleared for.

meeting

ical

recruits.

Junction) and Sehatisville—a fine little manufacturing village at the foot of the pond—and

excellent production,
well spiced- with wit and humor, and at the

? The Oration

was

for the benefit of the sick soldiers, on tiie evening of the 7th inst. Proceeds amounted to

lage,

Tree,” oil the College
remaining exercises were conducted.

Music.
History of the Class—E. W. llall.
r
tarcy—A. (., Barker.
■ess to the Class—A. L. Lane.
Smoking the l’ipe of Peace.
Parting Ode.

I’. 14

August 14.1882

audience

ended,

speaking
action,” and music and dancing, foot-hall and swinging, promenading and
strolling, conversation and story-telling tilled
up the balance of the afternoon until 4 o’clock,
when, to the tune of “Homeward Bound.” the
company began to make tracks for the long
line of cars, and at five o’clock precisely, they
were

the Church:

Praykr—Alonzo Bunker.
Oration—Oeorjre A. t.iflord.
1’OKM—iieorge L. Hunt.

“Class

Caucuses.

This is a new

pleasantly performed; and though
liberally patronized this year, will be more so
hereafter. The following are the exercises in
order,

wantiug.

each division taken in tow

most

was

me

Republican Ward

until

means

divided, and
by powerful engine for the brief trip up the picturesque Androcoggin river. Switching off upon the new
Androscoggin road, the trains crossed the river just above the upper Falls, and then skirted

deferred

were

act in the drama of our Commencement, and

-.-.—

Per order

Monday

from

no

At Brunswick the train was

Day
Tuesday.

The exercises of C'Ia«s

After the

manhood and sunny looks of childhood were

and

the other the second.

Windham—Caucus.

At the annual

marked attention.

excur-

depot of the Kennebec and
compactly filled
cars—leaving, it is said, nearly or quite 300
persons who desired to go and participate in
the festivities of the day, but who were excluded from such participancy by the limited
number of cars. The point of destination was
near Sebattisville, in the town of Webster.
Everything passed as pleasantly as a marriage
bell, and with no unusual Incidents attending,
the train arrived in good season at Brunswick.
The Clerk of the weather had kindly provided a day ol which inonarchs might be proud,
and in refreshing contrast to the heat and
sultriness of the day previous. To a bright
August sun and an invigorating atmosphere,
was added a fresh breeze, and lungs that could
not drink in health and inspiration at the same
time, must have been sadly diseased, or woefully cramped with—corset strings. The company was in keeping with the day—bright,
pleasant and lovely, crinoline being well represented, though the bronzed features of

Emery,

George Clark Gctchell,
3— The Dignity of Little Things.

o’clock, the

Association left the

the Pen.
mightier thanWaterville.

Aroostook

8

Portland liailroad—fourteen

Mouday evening, was a
very fine affair. The articles were excellently
written and perfectly committed, and the exereises taken as a whole, were in excellent
taste.
The following is the order of exsreises:
on

PRAYER.
Music.—1—The Sword is
Charles Memo
2— Incentives to EtTort.

at

sion train of the Maine Charitable Mechanic

The exercises of the Prize Declamation of

Class,

Historical Celebration at Fort

instigated against it.—
speeches were patriotic, with occasional
sallies of humor, and were listened to with

The Excursion of the Season.

To the Editors
the Junior

hellion which has been

The

Positively

Shirts.

Shirts,

GENTLEMEN,
you want a cheap and perfect ttrtingshirt, please
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MOFFoTT’s eelebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the beet cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

IF

|

tr Remember tbe place,
A*

.allr rvi

I'll,

No.
Market Square,
Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moffott. who
anlldtf
will pay personal attention to the same.
J. F. RICHARDSON,

DESIGNER

AND

ENGRAVER,
NO. 84}

MIDDLE

STREET,

On© Door East of Canal Bank.
Orders bv mail or express
aug A)‘«xl3m 1am w

promptly executed,

LIGHTNING

FLY

W

KILLER!

Is sn active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is no danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away
Each sheet will kill a quart ot Flies.

C. W. ATWELL, Market Square, Portland,
General Agent lor the State of Maine.
augl2*U3w

Decorative

Painting.

jon* b. urnsov, Jrn
No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,
execute in

an

artistic

Ornamental Painting, such
WILL

mauner
as

all kinds of

Signs, Banner*, Landscapes,
Figure*, Flowers, Scroll Work, Ac.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the husiuess, ami several years study
in the higher branches of tlie art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he
by diligence and constant attention to business to merit the patronage of
the public.

hopes

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
Street, nearly opposite Inrctioa

No. 175 Middle

Free Street.

Jull4<14w

Tew.
HALF CHE8TK Fine Oolong Teas.
do.
do.
50 do.
Souchoug
For sale by JOHN LYNCH & CO.
j«33-.Tni

QXfl

ot

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC

Responded Cheerfully.—The ladies ol
Portland in prompt obedience to the call for

TO THE

assistance from the Ladies Committee, in behalf of the sick and wounded, of Maine, soon

PORTLAND DAILY

sewing laid out for
City Hall, on Monday; and, yesterhundred towels for the I7th Regthe work of

despatched
them at the

day, eleven

iment were delivered

iuto

Interesting Correspondence with
the Rebel Government.

the handsof the

Quartermaster.

The Rebels Robbing the Dead.

The Committee would
parties in this and

of all

who

are so

res|>ectfully request
surrounding towns,
kindly forwarding jellies and other

Gen.

similar nature, to exercise a little
care in packing, as in some instances, through
breakage and leakage, goods have been much
injured. We noticed at the rooms yesterday
articles of

Breckinridge Advancing

Interesting Correspondence.

IlKAIMiUAIlTKKS,

DEP’T VlHOINIA, )
July 21, 1862. 1
Gen'I: It has come to my knowledge that
of
our
citizens
many
engaged in jK-aceful avooations have been arrested and imprisoned became they refused to take the oath of
allegiance
to the C. 8., while others by hard and harsh
treatment have been compelled to take an oath
not to bear arms aguinst that Government.—
I have learned that about 100 of the latter
class have recently been released from Fortress
Monroe.
This Government refuses to admit the right
of the authorities of the United States to arrest our citizens and exhort from them their
parole not to render military service to their
country, under the penalty of incurring punishment, in case they fail into the hands of
your forces. I atn directed by the Secretary
of War to inform you that such oaths will not
be regarded as obligatory, and persons who
take them will lie required to render military
services. Should your Government treat the
rendition of such service by these persons, as
a breach of
parole, and punish it accordingly,
this Government will resort to retaliatory measures, as the only measure of compelling the
observance of the rules of civilized warfare.
1 have the honor to be, very respectfully,
your obdieut servant.
R. E. LEE, Gen. Commanding.
(Signed)
To M:y. Gen. McClellan.

have never seen excelled. Wc think he must
be overrun with orders forthesc beautiful specimens of art. We saw at his rooms, also, a

beautifully modelled,

and life-like bust of our

townsman, Mr. Drummond, whicli reflects
great credit upon his skill as a sculptor.

Those Blankets.—We

are

informed by
Railroad,

the Eastern

Baggage Master,
Mr. Geo. Bachelder,—that the. blankets sent
for by Quartermaster Harding, were brought
to their Depot, Monday P. M. an hour before

the

on

Mr. Prescott put on a car sjiec-

ially for that purpose and brought them through
by mail train. There were no blankets left, at
the Eastern Depot on Saturday.
Personal.—C. F. Brown, alias “Arteinas
Ward,” arrived yesterday from Waterford,
Me., and is now stopping at the United States
Hotel.
We notice the

arrival, also,

at

the Preble

HEAlXjr AUTEBS OF THE AltMY, I
Washington. Aug. 13. (
General
Geo. U. McClellan, commanding
Maj.
Army Potomac:
General,—I have just received from the A<|j’t
Gen’ls office your letter of July 30th, inclosing a letter from Gen. K. E. Lee of July 21st.
The letter of Gen. Dix and Maj. Wood will

House, of Professor A. D. Bache. Gen. Totten, J. T. Hoover, and Morton S. Henry.
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

Important Army Movements In Progress—
stonewall Jackson compelled to Retreat—
Ranks covers himself with fRory—Destruction of Railroad Bridges—Rebel Reports
South and I Vest—Jackson winning and burning bridges to prevent pursuit—Pope heavily reinforced and ready
to advance.
>EW lOUK, August 13.
The Time* Washington dispatch suites that
It is considered certain that highly important
army movements are either in progress or
completed, but it is not regarded as proper
Much more
yet to indicate their nature.
cheerful impressions are prevaling concerning
Gen. Pope’s engagement.
Jackson’s retreat Is known here to have been
He had evidently become aware
a necessity.
of the trap into which lie was being beguiled,
and retreated to escape from the danger which
the execution of our plans threatened. His
eye wus on Fredericksburg as well as Culpep-

furnish you w ith the proper information for a
to Gen. Lee's complaints in regard to
the treatment of prisoners at Fortress Monroe.
The Government of the United States has
never authorized any extortion of oaths of al-

reply

from’the

Ipiriannia

You will assure General Lee that no
unseemly threats of retaliation on his part will
deter this Government from exercising its
lawful rights over both (arsons and property
of w hatsoever names or character.
II. W. Halleck,
(Signed,)

Gen.-in-Chief U. S. A.

HEADQUARTERS OF ARMY, I
Whashington. Aug. 7. )

Gen. Lee, commanding, Ac.—Gen.—Tour
letter of July (i, was received at the Adjutant
General's office on the 14th, but supposing
from its endorsement that it required uo further reply, it w as tiled without being shown to
the Pres't or Sec'y of War.
I learn to-day for
the first time that such letter lias been received, and hasten to reply. No authentic information has been received in relation to the excution either of John Owen or Mumford, but
measures will be immediately taken to Ascertain the facts of these alleged executions, of
which you will be duly informed. 1 need hardly assure you, Gen'l. tliat so far as the l!. S.
authorities are concerned, this contest will be
carried on in strict accordance with the laws
and usages of modern warfare, and that all excesses will be duly punished.
In regard to the
burning of bridges, Ac., within our lines, by
persons in disguise as peaceful citizens, I refer
you to my letter of the 22d of January last, to
Gen. Price. I think you will And the views
there expressed as not materially differing
from those stated in youy letter, in retard to
retaliation by taking the lives of innocent persons.
I know of no modern warfare which
justifies it except in the extreme case of war
with any uncivilized foe, who has himself first
established such a barbarous rule. The U. ,S.
will never countenance such a proceeding unless forced to do so by the barbarous conduct
of an enemy, who first applies such a rule to
our own citizens.

and numbers.
Banks covered himself with glory. There is
not a man living who could have managed his
men with more skill under the same circumstances.
He was constantly in the thickest of the
fight and shared all the dangers of the comHis brave little army was sacrimon soldier.
ficed for want of reinforcements—nothing else.
The Fredericksburg correspondent of the
Tribune gives an account of the expedition
under Gen. Cutter, on Wednesday, to Fredericks Hall Station, where they tore up eighty
lengths of the Virginia Central R.R.. cutthe
telegraph, burning the wire and poles, and
blew up the road bed with powder.
A party was also sent down to near Bonipas Turn Out to blow up the track and switches,
which was accomplished in a most thorough
and satisfactory manner.
At this point the water tanks and depot were
burned, the track destroyed and a small culvert was blown up with powder.
A little further on the track was barricaded
with new rails, rendered useless by burning as
were those above Frederick Hail.
Hearing
that three trains were expected up with troops
from Richmond, the expedition commenced its
return march.
'A large bridge over the Pamunky was burnt
to prevent the enemy Irotn following, and the
force, rejoined their commands.
The Tribune's Washington dispatch reports
the President as saying last evening—‘1 regard
Gen. Banks as one of tlie best men In the army.
He makes me no trouble, but with a large or
small force he always knows his duty and does
it.”
The Richmond Examiner of the 6th contains
the following, via Mobile:
Amite Hirer, August 6.—About one o’clock
this moniiug federal gunboats attacked the
confederate ram Arkansas.
Messengers inform me that she fought them well lor some
time, iuflicting great damage. She was then
blown up by her crew. The messengers think
they all escaped.

(Signed]

McClellan tliat he.had referred these inquiries
to his Government for a reply. No answer has
as yet been received.
The President of the
C. S., has since been cordially informed that
numerous other officers of the army of the
United States within the Confederacy, have
been guilty of felonies and capital offences,

lenllir

The dispatch also states that Gen. Williams
and other officers were killed.
The rebels

w mi it

A federal battery of four
were in full retreat.
guns was captured.
The rebel Gen. Burton had gained the federal’s rear and Stevenson flanked Gen. Bowen
and captured the federal army of East Tenneaee.

schoon-

arrived,

puiiisiKiuic

•

an

uic mn

s,

Human

1 am directed by iiim to bring to
few of those authentic called.—
received
from the United States
Newspapers
annouce as a tact that Major Gen. Hunter lias
arrested slaves for Uie muader of their masters, thus done all in his jiower to inaugurate
a servile war, w hich is worse than that of the
savage, w ;is much as it snperads other horrors
to the indiscriminate slaughter of all ages,
sexes and conditions.
Brig. Gen. Phelps is
reported to have initiated at New Orleans the
example ot Major Gen. Hunter on the coast of
South Carolina. Brig. Gen. G. J!. Fitch is
stated in the same Journals to have murdered
in cold blood two peaceful citizens, la-cause
one of his men, while invadiug our
country,
was killed by some unknown person while defending his home. 1 am instructed by the
President of the Confederate States, to repeat
tlie inquiry relative to the case of Mumford,
and to ask whether the statements in relation
to the action of Geu’ls Hunter, Phelps and
Fitch, are admitted to he true and whether the
conduct of those Generals is sanctioned by
their Government. I am further instructed
by his excellency, the President, to give notice
that in the event of not receiving a reply to
these enquiries within fifteen days from delivery
of this lettea, that it will he assumed that the
alleged facts arc true, and are sanctioned by
the Government of the United States, jn
such event the Government will rest, the responsibilty of the the retribution on retaiitory
measures, which shall be adopted to put an
end to these merciless atrocities which now
characterize the war against the Confederate
States.
I am most respectifuily, your obedient ser-

ed march to get in the rear of the fedcrals.
A Knoxville dispatch of tlie 7th states that
the fedcrals were repulsed to Tazewell and

laden have

on

amt divine.
your notice

complete victory.
A Mobile dispatch of 7th says that a tight is
going on at Tazewell, seven miles from Cumberland Gap audthat Bains was making a forca

fully

General in

Gen’l: On the 2l>tU of June last I w as instructed by the Secretary of War to inquire
of Major Gen. McClellan as to the truth of alleged murders committed on our citizens by
officers of the United States army. The case
of Wm. 11. Mumford. reported to have been
mudered at New Orleans by order of Major
Gen. 11. F. Butler, and Col. John Owen, reported to have been in Missouri by order of
Major Gen. Pope, were those, referred to, i
had the honor to be informed by Major Gen.

ed all the Union camps and cut up the federal

and a steamer

II. W. Halleck.

Chief, ti. S. A.
Headquarters Army, C. S-, I
Kichmuud, August 2. (
To the Gen. Commanding Army of U. S.,
Washington.

Joint C. Bkkckixkidge.
(Signed)
Another dispatch dated ten miles above
Baton Rouge, 6th, states that rebels under
Breckinridge occupied the town; that the
ram Arkansas was fifty miles up the river with
her maehiuery disabled; that the rebels burn-

Southern ports.

♦*#.r-hi.I.h.i.

of war.

been worse.
The enemy had every advantage In |>osltion

a

haw

right to arrest, to imprison, or place beyond
its military lines any persons suspeced of giving aid, or of any other treason, and if jhteous so arrested voluntarily take the oath of
allegiance or give their military parole, and afterwards violate their plighted faith, they will
be punished according to the laws ami usages

Well informed persons freely declare that
Gen. Pope will be in Gordonsville by Saturday
at the farthest, though ]>erhaps not without
fighting, which may be going on now.
The Tribune’s correspondent at Culpepper
says, relative to the late battle, the position of
our agmy on the battle field could uot have

A Mobile dispath of the 8th states

IliiHtnrv imrolpt uml

nr

any measures to be resorted to tending to that
end. Instead of extorting oaths of allegiance
and paroles, it has refused the application of
several thousands to lie permitted to return to
their homes in the rebel States. At the same
time this Government claims to exercise the

per.

er

New

as

Cameos.—We have recently seen some likenesses cut in cameo by Mr. Simmons, the sculptor, which, for exquisite beauty of finish, sharp
clear outlines, and faithfulness to nature, we

the train left.

on

Orleans.

received from Calais,
morning,
case,
Me., and another large case destined for Lieut.
W. R. Rich, Co. A. loth Reg. Me. Vol., New
Orleans.

claim

Pope Advancing.

a

one

tnrimvu

PRESS.

ut

Culpepper, C. H., Va., August 12—The
flight of Stonewall shows that he fears our
troops.

Saturday he engaged with his whole
force, numbering at least 30,000 men, a portion
On

of the corps of Gen. Batiks, who behaved most
nobly, holding the enemy in check, and with
the aid of one division of Gen. McDowell’s
and Sigel's corps whicli arrived late in the daydriving the enemy from several positions and
Anally from the field ot battle.
Jackson’s loss can scarcely be less than fifteen hundred. Our loss is much less. The
battle was deeidely the bloodiest of the war.
On Sunday Jackson remained idle, the troops
on both sides being exhausted.
On Mouday Jackson sent a flag of trnce asking permission to bury his dead, a large proportion of which still lie on tlie Held of battle,
he escaped with his trains.—
pending whichJackson’s
This morning
pace towards Gordonsville, compelling him to burn the bridges to
save his himsell.
Jackson evidently does not
mean to stop running until -he reaches the rebel fortification at Richmond.
Gen. Tope has fully met the public expectations of him.

for the convenience and use of the army, withcompensation. A general order Issued by
Maj. Gen. Pope on the 23d of July last, the
day after the. date of the cartel, directs the
murder of our peaceful citizens as spies, if
even found quietly tilling their farms.
One
of his ltrig. Generals has seized innocent and
peaceful inhabitants to be held as hostages to
the end that they may be murdered in cold
blood if any of his soldiers may be killed by
persons whom he designates as bushwhackers.
Some of the military authorities seem to
suppose that their end will be lietter obtained by
a savage war in which no
quarter is to be given and no age or sex is to lie spared.
Under these circumstances this gov’t has
issued the accompanying General Order.which
I am directed to transmit to you, recognizing
Gen. Po|>e and his commissioned officers to lie
in the position which they have chosen for
themselves, that of rubbers and murders, hot
that of public enemies entitled if captured, to
l>e treated as prisoners of war. The Pres't also instructs me to inform
you that we renounce
our right of retaliation on the innocent, and
will continue to treat the private enlisted soldiers of Gen. Pope’s army as prisoners of war,
but if after notice to your gov't that we confine repressive measures to the punishment of
commissioned officers who are willing participants In these crimes, the savage practices
threatened in the ordersalluded to be persisted
in, we shall reluctantly be forced to the last
resort of accepting the war on the terms
chosen by our enemies, until the voice of an
outraged humanity shall compel a respect for*
the recognized usages of w ar. While the
Pres’t considers that the facts referred to
would justify a refusal on our part to execute
the cartel by which we have agreed to liberate
an excess of prisoners of war in our hands, a
sacred regard for plighted faith, which shrinks
from the semblance of breaking a promise,
preelues a resort to such an extremity. Nor
is it his desire to extend to any other forces of
the U. S. the punishment merited by General
Pope, and such commissioners as choose to
participate in the excesses of his infamous order.
R. E. Lee, Gen’l Comd’g.
[Signed]

Headquarters

LEE, Gen. Commanding.
Headquarters Army ok C. S., I
Richmond, Aug. 2. j
R. E.

To the Ganeral command U. S. A.
General: In obedience to the order of his
Excellency, tin- President of the C. S. A., I
have tie- honor to make you the following
New York, August 13.—The Tribune's
sjiccial dispatches from Culpepper yesterday- communication: On the 22d July last a cartel for a general exchange of prisoners was
state that the rebels have abandoned' their position near Cedear Mountain and are in full resigned by Maj. Gen. John A. l)ix, on behalf of
the United States, and by Maj. Gen. I). H.
treat to tlie Rappidan pursued by tlie cavalry
and artillery of Gen. Sigel's corps, which have
Hill, on tile part of this Government. By the
just been sent out. Jackson, Ewell and Hill’s terms of that cartel it is stipulated that all
forces are on the other side of the Rappidan.
prisoners of war shall be discharged on parole
Longstreet who had advanced from Orange until exchanged. Scarcely had the car'el
Court House with reinforcements, has halted I been signed when the military authorities of
i the United States commenced a practice
on tlie southern bank of tlie river.
There was no skirmishing yesterday, but
changing the character of the w ar from sueii
the troops were under arms during the day.
as becomes civilized nations, into a campaign
Gen. Topi- having concentrated his army
A
of indiscriminate robbery ami murder.
and
been heavily reinforced since the
general order, issued by the Secretary of Afar
battle, is again ready to advance. It is sup- of the United Slates in the city of Washingposed that the rebels will dispute the passage ton, directs the Military Commander of the
of the Rappidan.
United States to take property of our people

open for Vis-

on

TO

Ottawa House,

Gushing’s

home.

Sun-

SON.

Gr

WM. C. BECKETT.

Philadelphia, August 12.
U. S. Marshal Millward was to-day commissioned by the Governor to make an enrollment
militia of state in Eastern District, and
Hon. Alexander Murdock, Marshal ot the
Western District has received similar author-
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Nferchant Tailor,

by hand,

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

Jl

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

Ladies’

A. D. REEVES,

Fancy
DOESKINS !
great variety of patterns. VESTINGS

Plain aud

ARMY

A. D. REEVES,

dtf

Portland, Aug. 6,1862.

8)j

371.
1 reighte to Liverpool firmer—Flour 3s 4)d a 3s 7d);
Grain 11) a 12d, in hulk and ships.

Stock Market.
New York, August 18.
Stocks higher and elose,I steady—American gold
Pacific
Mail
112); Missouri'sixes 47; Virginia
S114):
sixes 53); Tennessee sixes 51;; U.S.Treasurv 7 3-10tli

103).

Powder,

Itoache*, Ant*, Moth*, Mo*quitoc*,

Ac.

is a vegetable production from Persia, ami
JL will be found a most effectual destroyer of the
above-mentioned and other insects. It is liot poisonous, and can be used with perfect safety.
For sale by

r|UIIfi

TITCOMIJ, Apothecary,
eod2wr

37.3

f’ongrene

Street.

with the edverA MAN to go into copartnership
re*P*cf*b!c raanufectaring baa*

Ptenty of work on hand. Front*
large, andaJl canh, This is a rare chavcb fora
■teady, lnduatrioas young or middle aged maa, with
*250 ready cash
capital. None other levdapehr
partfcular. call at 82* Excb.ngJStVeet,
J”
up one Bight, room No. 1.
angddtf

*2**

Board,

PUDDINGS.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Single Gentlemen
Small Families, eaa
F)R
obtained
reasonablo terms, at

PARTICULAR

A. D. REEVES,

SECOND YEAR of this School will commence on Tuesday, Sept. 2d. 1802.
The advantage* for instruction in this school are
excellent. Tin- number of scholars will be limited,
Sfid every possible attention be given for their improvement.
For references aud further information, send for a

THE

circular

TRUE, 31. A.,

Proprietor and
d&w4w6

Bethel. July 26tb.

BLINDNESS

BOOTS,

ITincipal.

“FOR a long time the boy’s eye-lids had
been entirely cl«»*ed. His case was considered almost boneless. The bov was put under the care of Dr. R.. and arter great patience and |>erecverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift lits eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and Ids eyes
than evThis should be known to all persous who
er before.
arc similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of'Ids probHioi, but has beend&eutly
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
*
character.’’
Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

Apothecary,
-AGENT FOR-

TO PURCHASE A

L I

MBS,

-ALSO.-

SPECIMES LIMBS MA P BE SEES AT
373 «'on green street,

No. 360 Congress Ntrect, Portland.
dfc«6m7

Portland.

...

augtdif

I. D. 1HERHILL A CO.,

MAINE.

LOSING'S DRUG STORE,
Exchange and Federal

where OYSTERS of the beat
MBga Is the place
are served np at a few moments’
dJTtr^, quality
in
evkbt
notice,
stylb, at any hour in
r9f
v y

personally attended

JOHN BOND.

Mew Books !

HALL L. DAVIS,

Exchange

Ang. 4,1882.

Street

dtf

FIRST

CLASS

Newingf-Machines.

to

9. D. MERRILL.

EMPIRE

aug4dly

Commission

Adjutant General’s

Office, I
Augusta. August 9, 1862. )
GENERAL ORDER No. 27.
1. Five Regiment* of Infantry having been organized for the service of the United States from the enlisted Volunteers furnished by the respective cities,
towns aud plantations, or a portion of them, in full
or part of their several quotas in making up this
State's portion of the 900,000 additional volunteers
called for by the President, the authority of the Governor and
oinmiiini*T-Mi-< ’hief to organize additional Regiments from such enlisted men is exhausted,
and it is hereby announced that no more new Regiments, under said call, will be raised.
II. The remaining recruits, beyond the number required for the new Regiments aforesaid, viz: the
16tli, 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th of Maine Volunteers,
are requested to report at Augusta
immediately, to
he assigned to the
companies of their choice in the
Regiments and corps of Maine Volunteers, now in the
field. They will be paid the same Bounty from their

-AMD-

PORTLAND, ME.

Q. Twitchell. ju!31d6m

Jm’s

P. Chnmplin.

SLOAT

XL

And

HAS REMOVED TO

NEW

STOBF.,

No. 3 UNION

WHARF,

STOKER A CUTLER, General Agents.
BS iSc OO ^liddle Street,

Portland, July 22.18U2.

Molasses and Sugar.
1)IIHDS. Cardens, Molasses,

JmtKxJ 3X) do. Mu*cavado do.
100 boxes H. B. Snjrar,
For sal© by JOHN LYNCH ft CO.
je23—3m

HERETOFORE.

AS

3m

I XT'

Best

Ambrotype
Photograph,
not foil to call at No. 27 Market Suuare, where
DO
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
rant
at
which
or

war-

satisfaction,

defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotypes only Fifteen Cents.
prices

TRANK A
<

•

marKPi

July 14th,

"

n a

rreme

1*32.

HERBS, fc., *e.,
Packed in every variety of iwckages to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at

short notice.
All goods warranted

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

And all other articles
Paint establishment.

July

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,
All of which must be sold, to close up the business,
Sept. 1.

tinue twelve weeks.
Board op Inrtructiox.—Rev. 8. H. MeCollceter, A. 31 Principal; C. 8. Fobes, A. B., Associate
Principal; Miss E. L. Jordan, Assistant and Teacher
of Music; Mrs. 8. F. 3Ic(’oliester, Assistant; 3iiss
11. 31. Lyou, Teacher of Oruameutal Branches.

iu

a

Drug

and

Tuition.

DAVIS & KIDD’S MAGnr-State Agent
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eod&wtoctl
To

Common

Higher

Capitalists.

solicited till the 1st of Sepnineteen hundred dollars
to the town of Cumberland, for a term of
years, with
interest pavable semi-aunnallv.
N. L. HUMPHREY. Treasurer.

PROPOSALS
tember, for

are hereby
a loan or

Cumberland Center, August 12,1**2.
alVod’iwd Itw It

,

GRAVESTONES.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

Bargains will

be given to tboee who wish
to purchase Grave#tones
GOOD
Monamenta of any
Those
or

who will favor me with a call
•ball be satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the loweat price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreem Ceaartary,
Stevens' Plains.

description.

Exchange Street, Portland, Mb.

Warm, Cold and Shower

_je30—3m_J.

Wash Boris, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks.
Water Kixtnra for Dwelling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,
arranged and set up in the best manner, and all orders in town or country faithfollv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lad Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
July29dly

Description of

A

a

promptly

S.

».

iPTfirn MELODEON
—

Harmonium
136}
D.

Richards’ Combined Glue and Cement
ten times its cost to any family uging
it to repair Furniture, Matt, (Yoekrry and
Stone H are. Wholesale and retail by
ieoodJw
o. L BAILEY, 43 Exchange Street

WILL'save

STREET.

C. has received

first

premiums
NR.-J.
for best instruments than any other maker in
more

••

6 00

^aITRoUSE

SAVE THE PIECES!

a-—

tlanuffccturer,

MIDDLE

BRICK HOl'SEoa Garden it. eleven
and all other convenience#, all in

rooma

No. 11 Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight rooms all in
good repair.
inquire at 31 Exchange St., or SI Winter St..
dtf
Portland, July 19. 1983.
J. F. DAT.

CHENEY,

voni

H. COOK.

To Let.

•

tin*

JOIIW w. PERKIVS A CO„

State.

and Tuning promptly
Repairing
to.

and person-

WUOLKSA1.K DBALEtta IX

\\ly7

English Branches.94 00
•*

hr
E. A SMITH.
19 A 71 Silver Street

aug4d4w

A.

ally attended

Higher English, Latin, Greek and French.. 000
Music, with tin* use of Instrument. 10 00
Drawing, Fainting and Writitig, extra.
Board per week, includiug all but wood aud lights,
92.00 Good room rent, 20cents per week.
All letters of inquiry may be addressed to the undersigned.
G. 3f. STEVENS. Secretary.
3wd&2tw
Westbrook Seminary, Aug. 11.

81.

duet received and for aa]e

J. II. BiCKIAM, Ag’t.

WILLIAM

No. 124

Mixed Con

DOLEk MOODY.
No. 6 Galt Block. Commercial St.
dSwis

Batter and Cheese.
1 no TUBS Choice Vermont BUTTER.
UFA J lSUboxee
CHEESE,

before

J. GRANT.

milE FALL TERM of this Institution will comA. me nee WEDNESDAY', AUGUST 27th, and con-

LARD OIE,

usually kept

represented.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE Oil,,

as

aug4—3meod&w

-ALSO-

assort-

ment of

EVERY

CREAM TARTAR.
SALE RAT VS,
SWEET

GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, RRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ifc.

Western Mixed Corn.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

COFFEE,
SPICES.

APOTHECARIES'

an

19 k 21 Silver Street.

A '1U1 BUSHELS of Old Woden
TmOVvvF Just received; for sale by

MAKER OP-

CONSTANTLY

AND FANCY GOODS.

AND

Spice Mills,

BBL8. Silver-skin
15o do. AI’i*L£8.

aug4d4w

Where, for thirty days, may be found

Ju)23—lm

on hand, and foruda, at wholesale
market price#, in the crude state or manufactured, every description of

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERU MERY,

COST !

AT

MIDDLE STREET,

169

d4tw6m7

13 * 15 UNION STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Pf K
4 9J

-IS AT-

—

Long Wh’t,

and Onions.
ONION8,
(Sweet and Soar Boughs).
Juat received and for tale by
F. A. SMITH.

Apples

GRANT’S

Drugs,

C. E. C RAM,
No. 5 Central Wharf.

JOSEPH HALE.

Coffee and

1 Central Wharf.

llouM* to Let.
DWELLING-HOUSE No. 58 Free
Street, i* to be J»*t. and poaseraioo given
duriug tbe first week of .September. Tbe
inav be examined at afty time.
premise*
Vor further particular* applv to
*
JAMES FURBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1969.

Flour.

by

HARDW ARE

Portland, Mo.
YEATOX,

Southern 111.

-TO PURCHASE-

K,

S BL

Corner Commercial St. and

-DEALER IN-

dtf

Merchants,

AMD DEALERS IX

“Superior"

For sale

.luly 15th.

BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

SHIP

MOI L

STS..

BBLS.

4*xm> bush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 busli. Northern Kve.

r>i.

and Cabin Stores,
Ship Toy
0(
JOHN

800

dtf

—■

Pure

No.

Mfcwtw

The I j»st Cliance

LEWIS,

nquare,

1EATOX & HALF.

Chemicals,

Cargo Brig 1. D. Liucolx. For sale by
HOPHXI EATON,

Flour, Com, nnd Rye.

YOU

-WANT THE-

Commission

Fine

tierces
do.
do.
hhds. Muscovado Molasses.
th-rres
do.
do.
bbls.
do.
do.

Aug. 11, 1882.

Y,

JUNCTION OF FRFF AM) MIDDLE

23
238
22
44

When* he will continue the

Flour, Produce and Provision Buiiueu,

JAMES W. RIPLEY,
Brig Gen. t hief ofOrdtae

Trinidad Sugar and nrltiwu
>7(1 BOXF.S Fine Yellow Sugar.
4 €f S3 hhds. Muscovado Sugar.

PORTLAND. Mx

julldtf

"

Equipment.

for Roves

eegdeodtfigaug

BROWN,

Washington. t». C

win he endoraed

"Propoanls

Machine folly Warranted.

Every
D.

ELIPTIC.

oval.

o XXX

C.

Department.

II A

being

Manufacturers.

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,

respectfully

IT.

FOR FAMILIES

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

cities and towns as that received by members of the
new Regiment* above named, and'ten dollars more
bounty from the State, with 92 additional premium
from the General Government. Their duties as members of the old organizations will be lighter and pleasanter. and their situation in every respect more comfortable than in new Regiments.
HI. The attention of the municipal authorities of
cities and towns is
called to the necessity
of providing forthwith for the completion of the enlistment. and acceptance in some one of the old ltegineuts, of their respective quotas.
IV. Where men have not already been enlisted,
mustered aud accented, to the extent of their respective quotas, the deficiency, if not supplied by immediate volunteer enlistments, will be made by by
draft, as authorized by the War
By Order of the Commander-in-chief
JOHN L. HODS DON.
auglldodw 1 w
Adjutant General.

II.

required

Merchants,

AND DEALER9 IN

John

sped-

a

distinctly

SHUTTLE.

TWITCHELL A CHAHPLIX,
HEAD QUARTERS,

18*TfoT?h.

ty

W* S BOOK.

53

Closets, Urinal*, Force and Suction l*nmps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Itotcls, Silrer Plated
Bragg
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
All
kinds
of
fixtures
for
hot
and
cold
water
fcy~

1Cater

augT—lmd

COSETTE, by Victor Hugo;
EDWIN BROTHERTOFT, by the late Major Wintlirop;
AMERICA BEFORE EUROPE;
PA RSOS BRO WKL 0

at

At the Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts, 2.000 sets.
At theW'atervliet Arsenal, West
Troy, New Turk,
2,000 sets.
At the New York Arsenal. Governor's Island, New
Y'oek. 10.000 sets.
At the Frankftird Arsenal,
Bridesbarg, Pennsylvania. 8.000 sets.
At the Alleghany Arsenal,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 10,0110 sets.
At tbe St. Louis Arsenal, 8«. Louis, Mlasoarl, 10,000 sets.
These sets of horse equipments are to he tarnished
complete, except the horse brush, curry-comb, lariat,
picket-pin, link, and blanket. Samples can be examined at each of the above-named arsenals. They
me to be subject to inspection at tbe arsenals where
delivered, before being received by tbe Government:
none to be accepted or paid for bat sach as ars
approved upon such inspection.
Deliveries mast be made in lots of net lass than fifsets per week tor all contracts of 500 seta or under; one hundred sets per week tor all contracts of
from five hundred up to one thousand seta; two hundred seta per week for all contracts of from one thousand to two thousand sets; five hundred sets per week
tor all contracts of from two tbe us and to six thousand sets; and eight hundred sets per week tbe all
contracts of from six thousand to ten thousand sum.
Failure to deliver at a specified time will subject
tbe contractor to a forfeiture of the quantity to be delivered at that time. The equipments are to be boxed, five sets in a box, in the customary manner—bits
and saddles of assorted numbers; and the contents
to be
marked on tbe outer ends of the hex.
The boxes to be charged at eoet, to be determined by
tbe inspector.
Bidders will state explicitly In their proposals, the
time, quantity and place of each delivery. Each parto enter Into
ty obtaining a contract will be
bonds, with proper sureties, for the flsithftU folfilment
of the same.
Bids of persons who are not manutacturers or regular dealers in leather work will not be considered;
end the Itepartment reserves the right to reject any
or all bids which mav be made
made, vucoeeetal bidden,
Upon the award
oalr, will be notified; and they wilt be tarnished
with forms of the contract and of the bond required
of them.
Proposals will he add reseed to
"General JAMES W. RIPLEY,
Chief of Ordnance,

HOUSE,

Mew Books !

Bear

Enqalrs

PROPOSALS
Ww

tlie day or evening.
Also, ALE. PORTER. CIGARS, he.

six rooms.

will be received by this Department
until 5 P. M. on the 2«th of Aagnst.
delivery, at the following arsenals, of horse eqnipments, l S. Cavalry pattern, as hereinafter

II. FREEMAN'S

OYSTER

or

t*rf0f,hee,,5r

Waa Dxrxanfxirr,
I
Washington. Aagnst 8, IgQ. J

Sts.

Every Truss warranted, and a perfect fit guaranteed.
W The Poor liberally considered.
Jul29dtf

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

I. D. MERRILL.

thh-offi^"*
MSMALL

TRUSS,

Comer of

PLUMBERS,

set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

WATTED.
RENT, of flve

f«nw of Fore Street ud Port!ud Pier,

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splint*,
AND CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

jty*

M

-is at-

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL

WANTED—Convenient tenements tor the
seeommodation of two small families, hi
respectable localities, snd within tea miuntm' walk of tbe Post Office
Rent not to
exceed from 8150 to 175
per annum.
Address Box 42, Poet office, or
apply at tha Counting Room of the Dally Press.Fox Block.
Portland, Jnnc 23.
dfctf

IM PORTLAND

L. H. TITCOHIB,

str'ongeV

TEHBMEHT8 WAUTBD.

Blace

Best

be

FEDERAL STREET.
eodlm

Jnly SO, 1881.

Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
ju!29dtf
^o’clock.

The

As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
HI and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in every variety and style for gentlemen’s and laf
^^^d’ies wear, and invite all their old customer*
and the nublic generally to give them a call whenever thev desire to replenish their “understandings.’’
E. 8. k Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wileox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug&-6nid

:

STATE OF

RUBBERS.

No. 88 MIDDLE STREET.

CURED.

Tomatoes,.8
Cucumbers,.8
Onions.8
Squash,.6

TV

E. SHAW A CO„

a boy who was cured by
DR. II. I. BOYNTON,
Of Scroftilous ophthalmia, as the following facts will

1

dig

SHOES^ &

Fie..8
Apple Fie,.6
Squash Fie,.8
Mince lie, .6

No. M

DRINKS.
Oolite.8 Tea.6
Draught Ale,.5 Forter. 6

Tailor,

Portland. Aug. 6.13d2.

A Remarkable Case of

show

and

EXCHANGE STREET.

93

to

N. T.

attention

on

orrrcura

Custard

given to CUTTING
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

for

FOR DEBTROYIWQ-

nn s
vacancy as an assistant in a first class aDotheea.
ry store. Address "Apothecary," as
above, with
real name and reference.
Aug. 1, 18tS2.
dtf

DISHES.

P ATPV

August 2, 1862,

a

Notice.
win be received at the press ofApplications
llee. for thirty daye, from competent
persons to

or

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,
IN BETHEL, MAINE.

U

JyU_dtf

ROILED.
Boiled Mutton, with
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Caper Sauce,.25 Beef’s Tongues,.18
Boiled Ham,.18 Muttou Chop,.18

dly

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes aud Charters for vessels.

1 43.
Corn scar oc and le better—Mixed Western 58 a 59.
Pork hardly so firm—Mess 11 25 a 11 37.
Sugars )c better—X. Orleans8] a 101; Muscovada
8 a
Havana 8) a 10.
Coffee very firm—Sagtiayra 23); liio 221; Muscovado 23).
Molasses steady—New Orleans, by anetson, 321 a

22

STREET,

and

New York, August 13.
Cotton—sales 500 bale, at 47) a 48c for middling
upland.
Flour steady—Superfine State 4 80 a 5 00; Extra
do515a 5 25; Hound Hoop Ohio, 5 40 a 5 50; Western 4 80 a 5 35; common to good Extra Western
4 80 a 5 35.
Southern unchanged—Mixed to good.
6 3) a 5 80; Fancy and Extra 5 85 a 7 00.
Canada
firmer—Extra 5 15 a ti 25.
Wheat lc lietter—Chicago Spring at 113 a 121;
Milwaukie Club, 1 17 a 1 23; Amber Iowa 1 231 a 1 25;
Winter lted Western 130 a 135; White Western
130 a 135! White Kentucky 151 a 155;
White

L. H.

EXCHANGE

08

of *,,m" •***’’ Is
Address ‘'Purtner,” Box No. 428, Portland P
O

Codfish,.15
Halibut,.15

EXTRA

Tailor,

...

V rooms, far
walk of the

Wanted.

ORDER.
Beef Steak.J5
Ham and Eggs.2b
Fried Mackerel,.15

NAVY

-BY-

all of which attention is especially invited.

New York Market.

July

BOAST.
Lamb.18
Chicken,.21
Broiled Chicken,.37

TAILOBING ESTABLISHMENT,

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,

or

small family, within ten minutes’
Office.

Please address Box 4T0 Portland Post
OBee.
tngMf

Proprietor.

...

Beef,.2/>

Roa»(
Roast
Roast

dly

AND

A

PORTLAND.

Tailor,

Portlmiid, Auftunt 6. 1862.

Of a
of ail
the varieties that the market affords—Silk. Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

CONVENIENT Tenement of 6

1 o»t

BILL OF FARE:

EXCHANGE STKEET,

98

WOODMAN, TRUE ft CO.’s
Wanted.

14 and 16 Exchange Street,

AMOS SMITH,

Habit*, Ac.,

one

A ^Jt1m£!i’i.wHih
r '•P**1
\*ry lucrative busiues*.

Cut, made and trimmed by

Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
French and German, as well as the cheapsubstantial fabrics. Elegant Black and Colored,

For

qualities of

•#*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23. 1862.

Biding

ang4d3w

Also,

at

am.

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

Coats,

Inquire

itt

(mediately,

PANT MAKERS
and one Machine Girl.

DINING SALOON.

SUMMER SEASONS !

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

Wanted
COAT AND
9S
“Pressman

METROPOLITAN

Establishment of

No. 08 Exchange Street,
Portland, August 6,1862.
dly

Memphis, August 12.
It is said a large portion Van Dorns command is co-operating with Ilreckinridge for an
immediate attack on New Orleans.
It is also currently reported and credited at
Helena that the rebels have completed the alteration of the Star of the West, which was
up the Yazoo River to a ram guiilxmt and that
she is now at Vicksburg, she is called the
Richmond and is iron clad with railroad, and
mounts 22guns, one of the Ocean tugs up the
same River is also
completed and came out at
the same time.

Insect

Tailoring

at the

1882.

Pres’t
J. W.

suit,

dress

Ae D. REEVES,

ity.

1 42

a

DRESS COAT, PAXTS AND VEST,

ol

Michigan

order

-AL

All made

himself by selections from the New
of Goods recently imported iu New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
aud the public as to

vour

consisting of a

137. MIDDLE ST..

prepared

have made to

can

Yl

IT" Ordem will be promply attended to.

August 8,

liy Per minion,
Woods, and Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
(.’bickering, D. D., 'Portland.
**
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker. Belfast.
Hon. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
Jull9MWA86w

HOURS!

do

can

General Basinet*
Agency Oflee,
No. 82* EXCHANGE STREET,
ROOM No. 1, IN FOX BLOCK.

••

At the short notice of

TWELVE

or

so

Hon. W. W. Thomas, 3fayor, Portland.
A. Spring, Esq.,
8. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth,
lion. J. W. Bradbury. Augusta.
Jones I*. Veazie, Eiy., Bangor.
Capt. C. H. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Wm. Jarvis, Esq., Castine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Audover, Mass.

entlemen,

CHANGE OF SEASON !

To

having Stores to let
for sale,
PARTIES
by leaving their order* at the

Patrrma,

A

auglltf

er

Wanted,

THREE GIRLS TO DO PLAIN SEWING.

WARREN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

%£T TICKETS 12i CENTS EACH WAY.

AND

WANTS?

FALL TERM of this highlv successful school
10th, 1802, ami continue twentyweeks.
For “Circulars,” Ac., please address the
Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above artides inav be found at this establishment, com*
prising everr description for a traveling outfit.
J. R. DURAN.
d6m
July 30,1802.

the Steamer TIJTE will leave Grand
Trunk Depot Wharf 6. 8 and 10 A.
M.; and’ 1, 3, 6 and 7 P. M. Returning, leave the
Island at 64, 9 and 114 A. M.; and 2. 4 and 9 P. M.

Styles

Terms at sale.

HENRY BAILEY ft CO., Auctioneers.
Portland, Aug. 6.1802.
td

keperexcii:

ON and after Monday, August 4th,

Has

thirteen thousand seven
HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Of tlm third
mortgage Bonds of the Androscoggin
Railroad Co.

one

MANUFACTORY,

olhce7(u£

For Boys,
TOPSHAM, MAINE.

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

Island.

WE

THE
will begin Sept.

Carpet-Bags,
DURAN’S

Pledged Band* for Male.

shall sell at Public Auction on Wedneedav
August 20th, at 11 o'clock A. M, at
less previously redeemed.)

FRANKLIN FAMILY SCHOOL

Trunks I
-AND-

Banks received, the commend of the second
corps has devolved upon Gen. Williams. Brig.

New York, August 13.
A Key West paper of the second inst. denies
any yellow lever there, but Col. Morgan has
taken sanitary measures looking to a prevention of the spreading of any infectious disease.

For Sale.
Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contains ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 20th of
Sept, next, it wilf be sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. 31., at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL A WOODBURY, ou Co miner*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1802.
dtf
THE

VALISES, PORTMAHTEAUS,

Washington, August 13.
Advice* from Culpepper, dated yesterday,
that
to
the severe injury that Gen.
says
owing

military experience.

°

Trunks !

He lias not

Gen. Crawford commands the division of Gen.
Williams, and Gen. Green commands the division of Gen. Augar. who is severely but not
dangerously wounded. An escaped’ prisoner
saw at Orange Court House Gen. Prince and
Capt. Wilkins, in the hands of the rebels. They
were on their way to Richmond.
On visiting
the battle field many, if not the greater part of
our dead officers were found, some
partially
nnd others entirely stripped of their uniforms.
The dead Union and rebel soldiers lay about
promiscously and intermixed on the field.—
Tlie reliel generals returned, aud early held
tlie field, and conversed freely with our officers about the battle.
They stateil that the
full brigades of Gen. A. P. Hill, and Longstreet, and Ewell, were opposed to our small
band of heroes, and that they were terribly cut
to pieces by our fire, leading to the inference
that they suffered fully as mucli as ourselves,
as previously stated.
Stonewall Jackson commanded tlie field in person. Gen. Roberts, of
Maj. Gen. Po|ie’s staff, is Military Governor of
tlie |>ost at Culpepper, and on the day of the
battle he rendered valuable assistance by bis

No. 51 Exchange St.

afidlw

Philadelphia, August 13.

Geary is en route
arm as reported.

LET !

ROBINSON.

BY A.

-TO TUB-

to

Geu.
lost ills

now

FERRY FRO.71 PORTLAND

Headquarters Cavalry Brigade. 2d corps,
Army of Virginia. Aug. 13.—To Col. George
1). Buggies, Chief of Staff: I have the honor

[Signed]

lit time is

ing, leave the Island at 11 A. M. and 5 P. M.
The Hotel is uot open for transient custom
day.
HOARD from S9.00 to 12 00
JOB JEN NESS A
fc.'ftlltaepl

Prom the Army of Virginia.
Headquarters Army of Virginia. 1
August 18, 1862. )
To Maj. Gen. Halleck:—The subjoined report
was received at 10 o’clock this morning.
ISignedl
Joan Pope. Mai. Gen.

John Bufokh, Brig. Gen.

Splendid

M elodeons

This is one of the most magnificent
Watering Places in this couutrv, ami for
Families, Parties of pleasure, or the Invalid. it cannot be surpassed, and will accommodate 200 guests. In connection is a spacious Hall
Room, Bowling Alleys, Picnic Rooms, Ac. A popular Hand has been engaged for tlie season. It is the
intention of the proprietors to make this one of the
best places of resort on the coast.
The Steamer Favorite will leave Portland daily,
(Sunday’s excepted) at 9A.M. aud 24 P. M. Return-

Gen. R. E. Lee, Ac.—Your communication
of the 2d inst.. w ith enclosures, are received.
As these papers are couched in language exceedingly insulting to the gov't of the U. S., I
most respectfully decline to receive them, aud
they are returned herewith.
Very respectfully your ob't serv’t,
H. W. Halleck,
|SignedJ
General in Chief U. S. A.

j

haying

THIS
itors.

Washington, 1
August 9,1862. (

report tlmt in obedience to instructions received from tlie Maj. Gen. commanding the
army of Virginia. 1 this morning proceeded in
the direction of Orange Court House with the
1st Vt. regiment, 1st Mich, l«t Maine, Lt. Col.
Richtnone, 5th N. Y„ cavalry regiments, and 4
pieces of artillery. AIhiuI 3’ or 4 miles from
your headquarters I discovered the pickets of
the enemy, and soon utter two large bodies of
cavalry and the woods tilled with footmen. A
strong line of skirmishers was thrown out,who
soon drove in the pickets.
When in range of
the enemy a few shells were thrown, which
dispersed him in all directions. The footmen
kept in the woods, and lied by the ltapidau
Station, and the cavalry fled down the Orange
Court house road. I pursued them cautiously,
fearing an ambuscade to Crooked river, which
had swollen to such an extent that my artillery
could not cross. Part of the 1st Vt. and 1st.
Va. cavalry swam the river and continued the
pursuit to Robinson's river, which was so full
and turbulent as to be extremely dangeious.—
In the pursuit a good many prisoners wounded in Saturday’s tight, were found almost
abandoned. Maj. Andrews, chief of artillery
to Gen. Jackson, was found at Crooked river
badly wounded, in charge of an assistant surgeon.
Tlie flight of the enemy after Saturday’s
fight, was precipitate and in great eonfusion.
Ilis old camp was strewn witli dead men and
horses, and arms. His flag of truce yesterday
to bury liis dead, afforded some more time for
his escape.
The enemy to-day has the benefit of a hard
rain, which puls high water between us.

Piano-Fortes

Portland, Harbor, Tie.

AUCTION-SALES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

OTTAWA nOTSE,
CUSHINGS (LATE BANGS’) ISLAND,

of

a

vant.

MISCELLANEOUS.

cut

Heavy Nixed

-a

2,500 bushels YELLOW

lso,OKN ia store.

CM VS. Me LAI

Aag.AUtt.

lw

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Corn.

Bl'SHELS Heavy Mixed Corn. A su*
jt/ 4 U perior article for milling. Cargo Sell,
Thomas Hix, now lauding.

Oil LIN & CO.

j

RICS. Ill STIFFS, «LtSS WAR,

FLUID. KEROSENE OIL. &c..
80 Cutnincivial Street,

joOMAwly

Thotuax Block,

PORTLAND, ME.

THE

poetry.
Rfeng

Tune—Marching Along,
Arouee for the conflict; why linger ye here?
A wav, while the summons still nogs on the ear—
Away to the thousands of hearts brave and strong.
And join in the ranks while they arc marchiug

p f»bl.
@
6 (ft
Ashes, Pot.
A p pirn.
Apples, Green p bbl. 02 25 (ft 3
Apples, (Sliced p lb.
6ft
Apples, Cored p lb
3
2 (ft
Apples, Uncored P lb.
Bread.
4 75 @ 5
Bread. Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 75 « 4
Bread. .Ship.

along.
Marchiug along, we arc marching along,
Union and Liberty, shall still be our song.

For L'uiou

we

battle, and

strong,

blowB true and

our

Union while

our

we arc

along.

marching

Crackers per bbl.
Crackers, p 100.

The tramp of the steed, and the roll of the drum,
l'roclaim the ela i answer—"We surely will come,”
From lull top and valley,are pouring the throng,
To Join in the battle they are marchiug aloug,
Marchiug along. Ac.

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.
Candles.
Caudles, Mould p tb.
Candle's, .Sperm.
Cheese.
Choose, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
Con I-(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland P ton.

Ac.

Awake to the glory, awake in your might,
Ye sous of the heroes who conquered in fight,
The proud gueen of Ocean, so vain and so strong,
Who scorns our brave troops that are marchiug

along.
Marching aloug, Ac.
Awake to the peril that threatens our land.

Coal W hi teas h

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Frauxlin.
Ceffre.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

arm for the conflict, and with the keen brand,
Give blows to the traitor, both heavy and strong,
And Join our brave band that is marching aloug.

Arm,

Marching aloug, Ac.
In vain shall the flag of the rebel

uproar,
Wa’ll crush the vile emblem of pride and of fear.
And raise our own banner with shouting and song,
And bear it aloft while marching along,
Marching along. Ac.

Cordage.

MISCELLANY.

W.—Yes, sir,

weak

mean.

knees—very

('ream Tartar.

Logwood

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

28

Prorinion*.
< 'hicajfo Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, plb.
Eggs, P dozen.
Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p lb.;.

11
14

14)
11
15
13

1 20 ft 1 30
03
16

17 ft
ft
4®
5

ft

6

ft

46
12
33
1 60
00
1 30

10) a

25
1 00
16
1 25
70
95

a

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft 1
2
10 ft
12 ft

75
00
60
20
00

4$®

02 ft

05
00

11 ft

12

1$®

31ft

02

00

2|

06

62

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 3.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 o*.
12 oz.
44

none
none
none

44

44

none

Feathers.

Feathers. Live Ooesc P tb.
Feather?, Russia.

wiiu puui bo lima

Fish.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish.
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring. Pickled, p bbl.

When Gen. Butler was told that the rebels
had concocted a plot to assassinate him, with
characteristic coolness he replied:—“They had
better not do that, for it would leave them in
the hands of Phelps.” Phelps, the almlitiontat is second in command, and abolitionism is

Shore
Labrador.
box.
Scaled
No 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No 3.
Shore No. 1.
2.
44
3 (large)..

hobby.

An Indian chief once said as wise a thing as
any philosopher. A white man having remarked that he had uot time enough to do
something, the Indian replied: “Well, I suppose you have all the time there is.”

44

44

'*

*•

«•

44

(medium).

00
00

g
41 (g

6ft @
28 (g
60 g
37 a
26 a
25 «.
12 ig

1

2 60

g

374

3

00

00
75
50
60

!

25
18

a

15 g

7 50 g 8 00

6
4
7
6
4
8

60 a 7 00
60 g 6 00
60 a 8 75
00 g 6 60

do you drive such a miserable looking
carcase as that ?
Why don’t yon put a heavier
coat ol flesh on him T" said a traveler to an
Irish car-driver. “A heavier coat of flesh ?—
By the powers, the poor creature can hardly
carry what little there is on him now!”

“Why

Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs, common.

•”
Kleme.
Lemons, case.
Oranges.

Char. I. C.
I. X.

16
30
12
35
60

Black.
Bunch, box.

Layer.

WITH

Dates.
Prunes.

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES
ptOR
sire or
desired—latest

A

style

of any

'*

Ohio extra.

Square.

*1

and

oats.
Syuth Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

Shorts p ton...
Fine Feed.

Square.
™

Old Frames Re-Gilt,

Crindatouea*
Grindstones, Rough, p t-on.
Grindstones, Dressed.

RENEWED bv
MORRISON ft CO.

_

Gunpowder*
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Huy*
Hay p net ton, Screwed.

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
_26 Market Square.

A

Hay, Loose.
IIidea uud Skins*
Slaughter Hides.

Photographic Goods A Chemicals.
stock in this department is complete, comprising erory article used in the art.

OUR

...

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Greeu Salt.

MORRISON k CO.,
26, Market Square.

Junc24dtfw8t

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.

visiting the islands, supplied
Excursionists
with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders

First

solicited.
ISO Fare Street wear feat af Exchange.
CALDERWOOD A BECKETT.
a
Portland, Jnne 23.
dtf

T TT £3

I

In the Neatest

Style,

-ARE AT-

H.

44

Sheet and
1

So. 8

Clapp's

Block,

Congress

OPP. OLD CITY HALL.
8md&woe

PORTLAND,

ME.

‘Warehouse.

Stove
F.

Street,

A.

HOWARD,
Portland,

Under Lancaster Ilnll,

...

-DEALER IN-

From the

Barstow Stove Company.

100 lb.

Fig,
'*

Pipe.

00
75
50
00
60
00
7 60
4 60
2i
8 75

«
a

£
a

£
a

<«
«

g

On

3
4.

Shingles, Cedar,
44

extra

extra.

No. 1.

pine.

Laths, Spruce.

Fine.
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, citv
44

Sug

44

44

44

•
do
Count nr Riff

44

41

...

44

country
Mol. Hhd. Shooks....
Dry Riff,.

Hoops
Hackmetack

Timber, p tan.
l.iuae.
Lime, Rocklaud, cask.
IVIulasM4 a.
Mo asses, < ien Algos.
Molasses, Cuba dayud.
Molasses,
tart.
44

Muscovada,
Molasses,
Molasses, New Orleans.
44

Portland

llarne

complete

Syrup.hhds

Cask.

assortment of

Furnishing Goods,

KKUslEltd AND VENTILATORS.

Courage

£36

4 10
6 60
12 40
18 00

00
00

5
09
1 60

£>
g

6
10
70

1 15
90

g
£

1

a

g
g

16 @

16

That for a Tightness or
Pains in the side, or a long
remedy is

8j

a

5i

tr

03;
053

06]

124 a
16* <5
8 aj

19
121
15
9

6J a)

5}

18

12^
(«2|

9±q

10

19 ®?
22 a>
22 Jo/

21
244
24
26
75

2S §
68 @

17

16 ;oj

Knvul Store*.
Tar (in kegs) 41 gal.
Fitch (Coal Tar).
Rosin

Turpentine \) gal.
Oakum, American.

Vi trilled Drain and Water Pipe
Hi * a :•*> of Viti ifled Pipe has been tested in El
agea, ami is now used in immense quantities
ioj.u
it E..gia. d. ai.d i* fast taking the place of leati and
iron pipe m this country—all sizes from 2 to tz inches.

All kinds of Tin and Sheet

ron

J)17d4w DONE AT SHORT NOTICE.

Work.

People

7 75 @ 800
7 75
8 On
9 00 (g 9 26

24
14
12
10
8

00
00
00

00

0«»
45

13 00
80
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1

Oo
5o
0O
80
15
87
00
4<*
35
60
25

00 00
@00 00
« 14 00
a 12 00
u 10 00
«
50
«15 00
*f 32 00
«
3 00
ji 2 25
(« 3 75
«
1 2o
a
1 62
« 35 00
«
2 50
(a 2 45
a 1 75
a
1 <£>

Wheezing in the Cheat,
standing Hack, the best

1 16 @ 1 SO
21 00 (a23 00
8 00 («10 00

@

70

38®
31 a
28 a

00
00
00
00

65

33 (g)
23

bb!s25

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

UNDERTAKER,

No. Ill EichnoRC Street, Port In ml,

Congress Street, keeps
all the various kiudg of

con-

CASKETS,

Now in

Use,
order anything of this kind that
short notice, from the
cheapest to
strict and undivided

And will make to
may Ik* ordered, at
the very best. By giving my
attention to the inanu fact urine, lining and trimmiiig
of the above, 1 cau furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. ti. 1862.

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT of Fruit Cans, both
Tin, fersaleat Manufacturers* Trices,
By KENDALL k WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.
d2mis
July 29, 1862.

A

Gla>s» and

3 37*g 3 60
00 («'>
80
0 00 « 8 26
15 00 (a‘20 00
2 60 ®

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
Guns. Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery and
Sporting Goods generally.
ALSO,
and Stencil
’attended to usual.

9

ai

9|

Cutting

Repairing

G.L.

as

EXCHANGE STREET.
eodtf

June 23.

Oil.

Portland Kerosene Illuminat’g Oil

Machine.
Clarine.
8 tier in Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
44
44
Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay ChaleurShore.
Linseed.

Boiled,.

37$@
76*

42

1 60 @ 1 66
68 ®
70
65
63 *£
19 0u «21 Oo
18 00 « 20 00
94 a.
98
98 (a 1 00

Notice.
City

I
Portland,
i
July 28th, 1862.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC GROUNDS will
meet, until farther notice, every Satuiday at 3
o'clock, P. M., in EvergreenCemetary.
of

THE

Parties interested in any matter before the Committee, will have an opportunity of being heard.
A K.
Chairman.
jySl—4w

SHVRTLEFV,

FOWLE’S PILE AED HUMOR CURE.

ladies, and is the very best

June 23. 1862

remedies of the kiud have been tried
in vain.
ty-Over 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a single failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health iu any

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STAHDARD
SC.\LE8.

case.

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with full directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to all
part* of the country.
Fricks.—Full strength, *10; Half Strength, 96;
Quarter Strength, S3 per bottle.
tF'Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate Cases, which all other remedies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will be refunded.
BP*BEWARK OF IMITATIONS! Neiegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of 1>r. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR 8PE< IAL
DISEASES, No. 28 Union Street. Providence, K. I.
FfTThi* speciality embraces all discuses of a private nature tioth oiMEN and WOMEN, by a regueducated phvdcian of twenty years' practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
letter or other wise a re strictly
confidential, and medicine* will bo sent bv
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also, accommodation* for LADIES from
■ broad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has beau estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can never get it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not dartheming to expose the cheat for fear of
selves. Ail this come* from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute or honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own fal*c and extravagant assertions, in nraise of
themselves.
If. therefor®, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what his
but MAKE INQUIRY :— it will cost
are.
professions
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine cases out of ten are
bogus, there is ‘no safety in trusting any of them, unless vou know who nod what they are.
5-F“Dr. M. will send free, bv enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASED OF WOMEN,
and on private Diseases generaJIv ; giving most full
with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without w hich no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserviug of any confi-

Ct'a,

119 Milk Stbket,
(Thorndike Building,) Comer of Batterymareh St.,
boatok.

Sold in Portland by Em Bur A Watebhouss.

White’* Patent Alarm

Express,

Sold at Fa nivt'i
Milk Stkkki Bostux,

DEALER IK

e.rpo*inp

HACKMETAC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety

of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Plank furnished to order.
$8 State St.. Boston. WbarflSO Border St., E. Boston.

WHOLESALE

AND Jl >ERAL WATER.
Howard Athrxei'v Bvildixo, Howard

dence WHATEVER.

BURNETT’S

K A I, LISTON,
Complexion hat no eqwsl. It la
distinguished for it, cooling and toothing properties,
and it admirably adapted to all nnnataral condition,
of the *kin; removing Tan, Snnbnrn, Freckle*, Redness and Ronghnrs, of the akin, Ac., earing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bite#
of Mosquitoes. and other annoying insect,. Prepared by Joseph Barnett A Co., Boeton, and for aaia by

tyOrders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. 11. N. Mathson, as above.
dfcwSm
June 23.

A,

Committeof

nil dealer,.

PREMATURE LOSS
Which b

at

out

Tickets, Drafts,

ted State* Government,
by letter to

on

No. R8 Exchange

growth.

obtained for

Soldier*

Formerly
er

Health and Strength

importer and dealer in

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

Generally, Sta-

ple Drugs, Sponges, Gama,
AXD—

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

SUMMER MEDICINE.

COMPOSED
Dock. Prick ley Ash, Thoroughwort,
Mandrake, Dandelion, Ac., all of which

are so com-

as

to act in

concert, and assist Nature in

The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions fVom the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health ami usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint. that main w heel of so many diseases, Jaundai'ce in its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
CostJveness, all kinds of Hufoul stomach.
mors. Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness. Pains in the ride and bowels, Flatulence. Loss of api«e»ite, and a toroid or diseased Liver. a disordered Stomach or bad blond, to which all
aud Summer.
are more or less subject iu
More than 20,000 persons have been cured bv this
medicine. It is hignlv recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Trv it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
Orders addressed to
26 and 38 cents per bottle

MACHINE CUT
THE

be found at the above

FOR

Oolleotor',s

Boston.
place.

wly

LYDIA

successively

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

ers

in

superior

use.
OrriCE AND

NO. 34

SALESROOM:

KILBY

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.
FAMILY

20 WINTER ST.,

IS«9.

1ST otioe.

HE Assessors of the City of Portland having
committed to me. with a warrant for collecting
the same, the Tax List for the present year, notice is
hereby given that on all taxes paid within

MOURNING DRESS

from this

Date,

Being the date of assessment,
-OR WITH IX-

Three per cent* Discount

Sixty Day*

Will tie allowed. On all Taxes remaining unpaid
Four Mouths after the date of the assessment,

4 a

days

after the date of the

<4 LI DDL N

ft

WILLIAMS'

-line from-

JiM* Boston

to San Francisco.

OFFICE. 114 STATE STREET. BOSTON
All goods received and forwarded free of charge bv
FIRST CLASS CLICKER SHITS, .ailing promptIt on their advertised days. The only real prompt
line of ship, from the Atlantic 1’orta.
A
P O P E
Wholesale and Retail Dealer! In

JAMES

INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED,
To commence 00
ment.

GOODS,

And Millinery Exclusively.
8. 8. WILLIAMS
w6w4

11

Thirty Days

Store,
BOSTON,

Est.Mi.twd for the sale of

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT,
At a Court or Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, iii the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and *ixfv-two,
A. ANTHoINE, widow of Daniel W. Anthoiue, late of Windham, In *aid County, deceased, having presented her petition that administration
on the estate of *aid deceased, may be granted to
John Webb, of said Windham:
H iron Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all person* interested, by causing notice to Is*
in the Blaine State
published three weeks
Press, printed at Portland, that thev may arniear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of September next, at teu of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
whv the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARKOBVS, Judge.
A true copv, Attest,

Vile®,

|

Mourning

TAXIS

FILES.

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Are now readv to supply every description of their
to all othMachine Cut
wanauted

GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO.» Bonro*.

NOTIONS,

STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.,

•w8w5

in

Secured,

junt21d4m

28 and 30 Federal and 106 Congress Streets,

1

Ag’t,

Union Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry. Yellow
Khubarb,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELKY,

rpilE

la

And Painter*’ Sapplie*

_lm_

Spring

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

June 23.

CONGRESS ST.,

AND

acts

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mill* k Forristall,

can

WATER

STORE.

TAINTS OILS, VARNISHES,

Dyspepsia.

Forristall

PAINT

Dr. Lang ley’s

pounded

A. W. BANFIELD,

P. J.

at a

eradicating disease.

CATTAIN

$20.

EDWARD SHAW, Age at,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf
June 23.

Portland, Me.

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

GREAT SPRING ANI>

HARMON.
d&wtf.

ADDISON W. BANFIELD.

anrivalled

A

BY THK CBBor THB

J. G. PRIGNTTZ, of Prussian Bark
••Depescbe,” request* the wife, children or relation* of the deceased C. Simon Stanorth (Steinorth).
of Barth, (Prussia), to apply to him, in a matter of
inheritance, under the care of Me**r*. Win. Salem A
w3w7
Co., New York.

YANKEE

time

tame

foiled to

healthy anil vigor-

Asharl W heeler,

APOTHECARY,

HARMON,

St.. Portland, Maine.

FANCY

a

never

BG8TON.

TITCOMB,

373 Congress street,

or

PeiNoiial Notice.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
HK Commissioners appointed by said Court to set
out Dower in the estate of Icbabod Baker, late
of Windham, in said County, deceased, to Sarah Baker. widow of said deceased, having returned the
warraut to them directed, together with their doings
thereon, for acceptance and confirmation:
It teas Ordered, that the said Commissioners give
notice to all persona interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively iu the Maine
State Fro-* printed at Portland, that they mav appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
the third Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be accented and conWILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
firmed
A true copy, Attest,
•w3w5
Ki t,EXE HUMPHREY. Register.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purF chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the nourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and arms.
They are offered to subscril^rs in shares of $20 each.
3iaps, with full information, can be had by calling ou

in person

FREEMAN BRADFORD,

Portland this first dav of Julv, A. D. 1*»32.
SAM’L S. WEBSTER.

It b nt the

where the hair

cates

handbill., and boa

decay, and to promote

CORNER OF

H.

L.

STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
July 1, 1862.

devoted our attention exclusively to the Pendon business lor the last twenty year*, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
pro*ecute all claim* again*! the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
term*, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

Portland, June 20th.

in

NEW

Having

Z. K.

use

dealer*.

CURES.Dv pep* is.

application

BRADFORD &

ju!2—w3w*

HOMESTEADS FOR

coming oat

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver ( omplaiutsft Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation aud Headache,

Boston. Mass.

present
and Sailor*, their widow*and Heir*, from the UniFOR
war,

the

tingle application will render it toft and glossy for several days. Prepared by
Joseph 'Barnett A Co., Boston, and for aaia by al

for sale.

service In the

OF THC HAIR,

now-a-day,, may be entirely
of Bcaxarr'a CocoaIX*. It

so common

dressing for the hair.

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, &r„

Portland.

Wash for the

a

arrett its

Republican
City

St.,

BOSTON.
DRAl’tiHT ALE AXD PORTER.

ha, been rued in thonnnds of

Sight Bills of Exchange, for £1 Sterling and npwaad, payable at any Bank iu Great Britain or Ire-

For Passage Certificates, Steamer
or for further information, Address,
GEO. WARREN, 99 State Street,

DEALER IB

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

prevented by

every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wednesday, and railing at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Psa<agc. $76. 3d Class, $30.

constantly

BEARD~

FAIRBANKS &

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, #20. Also, Agent for New Y'ork
and Liverpool .Steamships, -ailing from New York

land

BROWN.

SKIP TIMBER AMD PLAMX

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

Rep. Com.

11*

Wa xxnousa.

FAIRBANKS A

THAYER & WARREN,
Proprietor of the

Cumberland Co.

Scam

by

HENRY JONES,

SUCCESSOR TO

State

Money Drawer.

A CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Geo. Warren,

thereof.

Dated

A COMPLETE VARIETY:
f oal, Kai'road, riatforra, Counter, Dragand Butcher’s Scales; Beams, Weights, Ac.,
sale at our W are house,

Hay,

as

larly

by

Thr*P Sculp* arpptill mannfi»ctnr»*d
nnly by the original inventors, who
are constantly adding such reoi and
ratuable improrrmmti as their long
and skill suggest.

experience

was

Committee.

BURR CCER

THE ONLY

For BLEEDING, BLIND, and ITCHING PILES.
LEPROSY. SCROFULA, HALT RHEUM.
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
One bottle warranted to cure every caw ofPilee; two
bottle* in all other case* of the above diaeaaci; Ifaot
dealer, are reqacted to refund the money in every
caw.
Only five bottle, in a thousand returned, and
thoae were confirmed Fiatnia. Hundred, of letter,
and certificate, are now in the proprietor',
pnerminn.
which can be seen on application. Send tor Circular.
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE, Chemiat. 71
Prince afreet, Boston. Sold everywhere. Certificate, with each bottle.

I*. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., FUKTLAXD.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

Samil uel 8. Webster, of Portland, In the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of land situated iu Falmouth, iu said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwestof Koval Leigherly corner of laud bow or
ton, thence easterly and northerly oy the same to laud
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah liall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to laud owned by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip bammoii to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the first ImmuuIs; containing
enteen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobbs or his assigns to pass and repass through
said premises. Said real estate having been conveyed
iu mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Mirah Sampson bv Dependence II. Furbish, by his deed of August i2. 1*55, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, iu book 2fi3, page 3117; which
mortgage w as duly "assigned bv said Mlcah Sampson
to Samuel 8. Webster, June 3ft, 1W2, a-* will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of w hich records reference is tp be had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of said mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
mortgage, on account of toe breach of the conditions

DAILEY,

42

RUSSELL. 515 WashingtWstreet, Boston

J.

Republican

ft

or

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $30
First Class. $67 to $*<2— according
to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets ou Graud
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back, $160.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan & Co., Moutreal.or to

of the

tn

me
eugaging elsewhere. Remember that I am the originator or the 25 cent package stationery, and also 21. K. Agent for H. H. Lloyd
k Co’* celebrated Maps and Chart*, and J. C. Buttre s
flue Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may bo
safely said, that I have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles fbr the times that can be found
in New England. For particulars, address B. B.

morning.

*•

j

.a

AND

VA SloTlAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M..
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

directed

wanted: agents.
about to
in

Information,

(>XE of the following ffrst-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
AMERI< AN, N<>K WEGIAN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NO-

formerly

them.”

HOWES * CO., Proprietor*.
iswOmnol
Belfast, Maine.

COFFINS

Weekly

Notice of Foreclosure.
1\rOTICE it* hereby given, that the subscriber,

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Boston. General Agents for
New England. H. II. Hav, Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
tySold by Druggists and Merchants generally.

rear of 411
on hand

hearty support

Mail Line.

be

the sale of 25 cent packengage
TlIO.SE
ages of Stationery, Maps. C harts,
PortSits.
snould write to
before

of Maiue.

HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OREN KING.
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M. STEVENS,
AUG. F. GKRIS11,
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM H. PLUMMER.

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of opium or Druo of any sort. It always
doe* good, and never does basin.

stantly

paper to the

KINGSBURY. Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,
LUKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL.
CHAKELS H. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,

HOWES* COUGH PILLS.

Residence

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

BEXJ.

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

FURNISHING

MONTREAL

C. H B WOODBURY,
T HARMON,
E. WOODBURY,

u

their works ye shall know

new

NELSON PINGLEY. Jr..
R. 8. STEVENS,
N. A. FARWELL,
8. P. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE,
R. H. FULLER.

oth-

cases

By

work-shop, count-

May. 1862.

HOWE'S COUGH PILL8.

j

u,

pit

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M.f on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage applv to
EMERY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II B CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 18G2.
<
dtf

six

commend the

Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with

rniTr.ii

John.

It will be the aim of its conductors to make
of the State, and a ge-

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly

remedies

unu'ro•

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

to the C ommercial and Maritime

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,

or any irregularities of the bowels, all
are insignificant, as compared with

!

Rooms.
Goods

The

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

03}

11

Cough Pills,

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchia) affections. there is no remedy extaut that so universally
affords relief as

a}

16

CURE

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

3

51 w
18 @

Invalids !

or

1 25
1 00
90
70

76
40

[a

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

£14
£14

Depart-

Particular atten-

months, GO cents per mouth.
Press, large, neatly printed,
aud well filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural. Literary aud
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at 81.50 per
year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jive new lubecribers, cash in advance,
an extra copy will be sent gratis.
X. A. Foster, )
J. T. Oilman, [ X. A. Foster k Co., Publishers.
J. B. Hall.
)
Portland, May 19,1862.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

£ 4 33
£ 7 25

Its Local

neglected.

The Maine State

DIAREIKEA OR DYSENTERY

That for

given

and State.

be

should

Boston.

thing kuown for the purpose, as it
will bring oti the monthly sickness
in cases of obstruction, after all other

Niagara Fall*.

W. D. LITTLE. Agrkt,
Office 81 Exchange Street,

peaceful

indispensable institution

less than

9|

00

Bv the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
tact has been established, that for the cure of

Diarrhoea

a

tirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at 95 per annum. Subscriptions for

—AID—

er

an

city

no case

nial aud welcome visitor in every

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels in an
active, healthy condition, as
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GREENE. 86 Bromfield Street, Boston.
Non. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be tarnished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free, by
addressing R. GREENE, M. D., 86 Bromfield Street

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have fkiled,
is designed for both married and

RAILWAY.

Via Bcptalo, Dl'.vkirk,
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FOR FEMAI.ES.
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ing-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies to the work before them, aud labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the timea demandone that shall be true to the popular instincts.
The Portland Daily Press is printed with en-
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-O. H. B. also manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor’s SelfSupporting Drawer, the best Kind ever made.
car ah orders tbr Repairing Furniture, Varnishmg. Upholstering, Chair Seating, (■ lazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
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zr y ou can save money by securing tickets at this
removal of our
and social
office.
evil,” will find in the Press a generous aud hearty i
June 28.
dawtf
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
projMMued for the Press, and intending that, alike in
war aud in peace—in our country's peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
Portland and Sew York Steamers.
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
The splendid and fast Steamship
.g*
they now* find themselves travelling parallel roads;
jm
‘‘CHKSAl'EAKE." Captain Sipsxy
i
aud, instead of seeking to w*iden the differences bewill until further notice run
tween those who are required by a common patriotLeave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
DAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 9 North River, New
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of actYork, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. M
ion amoug all loyal men.
Tl»|| vessel is fitted up with fine accommodations for
Aside from its political department, the Press will
passengers, making this the most speedy. safe ami
route for travellers between Sew York
Comfortable
be earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
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necessarily imported, we can compete with any markot for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, Market Square,
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Photographic Frames.
or oval—every kiud called for.
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QOUABE
O being manufactured by ourselves, except those

OUt, Rosewood, Black Walnut
Oak Mouldings.
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Flour, Superline.
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Damar Varnish.
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TEE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

mm* THROUGH TICKETS

which constitutes the foulest blot upon our
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
an institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with

Varaish.

£> 20
a.760

nilm

legal

with

themselves

The office will he open, and competent ner.nn. in
^
attendance, from 7 1-2 A M tot; !■ m

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
jull—d&w3n>3
jySend stamp for Circular.

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

sanc-

^

Infirmary.

avail

by mail, free of

charge.

sanity
cured.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON, Snp’t.
Farmington 3Ia\ 6, 1862.
june23dtf
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may be proper to say, that while the Press will
tion no interference with tlie constitutional or
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n,

0 00

great prin-

only available means of accomplishing such
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
It will neither seek nor endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

48 @
76 ® 1 00

India.

Raisins—

with
Rosewood, B'.ack Walnut or Gilt finish made
to order, of auy sire, stv.e or design, of new and
elegant patterns; s so cheap Looking Glasses aud
plates re-*H in old fiaincs, by
MORRISON k CO.. 26, Market Square.
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48

the

conserve

should

of Dr. Greene’s personalimmediately
attention.
Consultation at the office, or

PRIVATE

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite days.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingtield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington dailv, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

part of the country with tall

having Cancers, or those afflicted

plicated di*ca*«

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, ho that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, uulcss the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain aud dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

On and after Monday, May 5, 1862,
w ill leave Portland for Lewiston
kainungton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewistou, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
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B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjull—3m

delicacy.

RAILROAD.
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directions.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience., Skill, Honor and
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in the full couiciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and af-
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Natural Leaf, nds.
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Almonds—Jordan P tb
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Shelled.
Currants.
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only party which
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ciples underlying all free Governments, the Press
will cordially sustain the organization of that party,
not with a design to foster a mere partizan spirit, but
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I)R. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

Ret. P. Mahox, l ice /'rei‘1.
Grkkne, M. D., Superintending Phynician.
This Institution was established tor the cure of Disease, upon the principle* of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many disease*, such as Scrofula. Humors of tha
Blood, Diseases of the Throat ami Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of
ordinary
Diseases are sucowstally treated by Medicine which
R.

DR. HUGHES’

noramm

sec-

u,
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American refined.
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Granulated.

zealously

labor to

tional, aud triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, lias remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a disloyal
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Muscovado.
in bond.
Havana Brown.
White.
Coffee ('rushed.
Crushed

designs

enemies that its
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Yellow.
Extra Yellow.

It will

hibit and defend sound Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ,the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

g
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Bark.

Red Sanders.

Who never to himself hath said.
The scamp who stole the bridal bed
Deserves to die amt live unwed.
With maidens old to punch bis bead.

support to the administration of AbraLincoln, who in little more than one year, has
indelliblv impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not 'only in
the matchless operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of tills
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are

2 00
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give an earnest, cordial,
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Western Clover.
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Politically,

superior

and

N. IIay, Pret't.

Rut.

own sex.
ance

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thoinaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland aud Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and PortB H. CUSHMAN,
land.
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
june23dtf

State.

efficacy

by addressing
Ho. 5 Temple Street,

I

Bath at 6.30 A. 31.. for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. 31. train for Lowell aud Boston.
Leave Portland on .Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

Seed*.
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throughout the State.
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Nutmegs.
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Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pitts-

Held, Newport aud Bangor; arriving same night.
Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.90 A. 31., and

general

Both of the above named papers will labor to
no dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-
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2 76
2 374
2 374
1 26
20

for

virtue in regulating all
Tlieir action is specific ami
certain of priMtuciug relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

Farmington.

inculcate, in

46
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OFFICE 36 BROMFIELD 8T„ BOSTON.

Female Irregularities.

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP. 31.,
connecting at Brunswick with tho Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta w ith
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowliegan. and at Kendall’s
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Soap, Leathc k Gore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb—
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
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news
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INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

DR.

April 14/5, 1862.
Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun|
iwfMins excepted) as follows:

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE-LADIES.

TO

wLn
Augusta lor Hath, Portland ami Boston, at 11.15 A.
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton aud

telegraph.

and
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Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
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Barwood.
Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

Tuesday night, and the
wedding
dance was prolonged till one o'clock in the
morning. The bride and groom then repaired
to their apartment, but—horrible rmi—the
bed and bedding had been sacriligously stolen
from the nuptial chamber! Some vindictive
wretch had gained felonious ingress at the
rear, and effected a robbery unparalleled in the
history of matrimony. It is conjectured that
so fell vengeance could only have been devised
and executed by some disappointed lover of
the bride.
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Paper, containing the latest and fullest
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Salt.
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The Portland Daily Press is intended to be
an enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Moruing
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Rice.
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Saltpetre.

Robbing a Bride of her bed.—The St.
Louis Democrat has the following:—At Layer’s boarding house, in this city, an unusual

60
60

I

i

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
tlieir
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Keuovating Medicines are unrival-
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JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.
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JOHN T. OILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,
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Russia.
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draft.
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Sal Soda.

er, -is weak in the knees, a great coward
who slirinks from defending ,his country.—
Hope he will be put in the front ranks, where
he can’t run away.
-, Surgeon,” Ac.
W.—(Handing the Surgeona quarter) thank
you, sir. I knew I was entiled to a certificate.
This rebellion, so wicked and monstrous, must
be put down. It has done my heart good to
see the energy of the President in ordering a

w lucre

8$®
8ft

Sulphur.

weak knees

S.—Yes, I’ll give you a certificate—(writes):
“Upon honor I hereby certify that the bear-

came
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Arrow Root.
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Surgeon—What's the matter with you ?
Would-be-Exempt—Weak back, sir, very

can’t march.

Per ton Soft.
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R«*d Lead.

Ben un.

Oh! ye who have slumbered so long at your ease,
And dreamed in your quiet homes, visions of peace,
Arouse from your slumber.and crush out the wrong,
And joiu iu our army uow marchiug along.

Marching along,
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Expressly corrected for the Press to August 18th.
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HEN BY P. LOUD, Treasurer A Collector.
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